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Abstract— The MATLAB coding method is better than 
analytical method for solving Transportation Problem (TP). The 
model gives a very good result in Transportation problem (TP). 

In this paper we are presenting a software approach to solve 
some transportation problem using computational performance 
and techniques. In this paper we are solve some transportation 
problem with the help of C++ and Matlab.   

The transportation model starts with the event of a possible 
answer, that is then consecutive tested and improved till a best 
answer is obtained. 

Keywords—TP; Matlab; C++; Method; Analytic 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Now days MATLAB is very mostly used mathematics 
such as MATLAB with Differential Equation, Numerical 
methods, Operation Research, Fuzzy Logic etc. In this paper 
MATLAB coding is used to solve Transportation Problem. 
This gives optimal solution within fraction of seconds. 

The Transportation drawback involves finding the lowest-
cost arrange for distributing stocks of products or provides 
from multiple origins to multiple destinations that demand the 
products. The transportation model may be wont to determine 
a way to portion the provides on the market from the assorted 
factories to the warehouses that stock or demand those 
product, in such some way that total shipping price is reduced. 
Usually, analysis of the matter can manufacture a shipping 
arrange that pertains to a precise amount of your time (day, 
week), though once the arrange is established, it will generally 
not amendment unless one or additional of the parameters of 
the matter (supply, demand, unit shipping cost) changes. 

It is developed and published by Harold W.Kuhn(1995), 
who gave the name “Hungarian Method” because the 
algorithm was largely based on the earlier works of two 
Hungarian Mathematicians: Denes Konig and Jeno Egervary. 
Moreover MATLAB is a software package. MATLAB stands 
for MATrix LABoratory, it deals with matrix (array). 

The transportation model starts with the event of a possible 
answer, that is then consecutive tested and improved till a best 
answer is obtained. The outline of the technique on the 
subsequent pages focuses on every of the most important steps 
within the method during this order: 

II. TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM (MATLAB PROGRAM)  

function [x,cost]=transport(s,d,c); 
% [x,cost]=transport(s,d,c) 
% Input: 
% s = supplies (m*1) 
% d = demands (n*1) 
% c = costs (m*n) 
% Output 
% x = optimal solution (m*n) 
% cost = minimal transport cost 
 
function [x,b]=northwest(s,d) 
% [x,b]=northwest(s,d) 
% x: shipments using nwrule 
(m*n) 
% b: 1 for each basic variables 0 for nonbasic (m*n) 
% s: supplies (m*1) 
% d: demands (n*1) 
if (sum(s)~=sum(d)), 
disp(’ERROR: The total supply is not equal to the total 
demand.’); 
return; 
end 
m=length(s); 
n=length(d); 
i=1; 
j=1; 
x=zeros(m,n); 
b=zeros(m,n); 
while ((i<=m) & (j<=n)) 
if s(i)<d(j) 
x(i,j)=s(i); 
b(i,j)=1; 
d(j)=d(j)s( 
i); 
i=i+1; 
else 
x(i,j)=d(j); 
b(i,j)=1; 
s(i)=s(i)d(j); 
j=j+1; 
end 
end 
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III. PSEUDO CODE FOR THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM IS 

WRITTEN IN MAT LAB  

 
 

The total transportation cost is given as 
7000*6+4000*94+5000*6+14000*194+21000*6+1700 

0*44+25000*6+20000*94+28000*6= 62,36,000 
 

clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
x=input('enter the transportation matrix'); 
[m n]=size(x); 
x1=zeros(m,n); 
sumc=0; 
sumr=0; 
for i=1:m-1 
sumc=sumc+x(i,n); 

end 
for j=1:n-1 
sumr=sumr+x(m,j); 
end 
if(sumc == sumr) 
for i=1:m 
for j=1:n 
x11=min(x(i,n),x(m,j)); 
x1(i,j)=x11; 
x(i,n)=x(i,n)-x11; 
x(m,j)=x(m,j)-x11; 
end 
end 
else disp('unbalanced transportation'); 
end 
xre=0; 
for i=1:m-1 
for j=1:n-1 
xre=xre+(x(i,j).*x1(i,j)); 
end 
end 
disp(['the transportation cost is ',num2str(xre)]); 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 
The system developed in this study was desktop-based which 
is limited to usage by only users who have the software 
installed on their computers. It will however be of more 
advantage if the system is made webbasedas this will enable 
different users access the system from different locations and 
with different devices. 
It is a novel approach to solve the TP. We use MATLAB 
software to solve the transportation problems. It is very simple 
code write in Mat lab and this is a very simple programming 
languages. Transportation problem solve very easy through 
Matlab programming and results are very accurate. 
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Abstract: The present study of the metro network 
system necessitates carrying out availability of this 
metro railways system through power cables. These 
cables are laid in loops for feeding supply to 
substations from each station. Initially one cable is 
in operation and the other cable of same voltage 
capacity is taken as cold standby. In order to find 
out the type of failure i.e. whether repairable or 
irreparable, Inspection has been carried out at each 
failure. The failure data have been collected from 
the cable manufacturing company and attempt has 
been made to obtain Availability Analysis (AA) of 
the system using semi-Markov processes and 
regenerative point technique. The Graphical 
analyses have also been made for Availability with 
respect to the failure rate of the present system. 

Keywords: Power Cables, system effectiveness, 
semi-Markov processes, regenerative point 
technique 

1. Introduction 

The study of reliability results in taking recourse 
for effective utilization and timely maintenance of 
different industrial engineering systems. Large 
amount of work on reliability and profit analysis 
has been carried out on different types of standby 
redundant systems by various researchers including 
[1-4]. B. Parashar and G. Taneja [5] analyzed a 
PLC system based upon real data collected from 
industry. Z. Zhang et al. [6] and G. Taneja [8] 
discussed aspects of maintenance and variation in 
demand of different systems. B. Parashar & A. 
Naithani [7&10] studied a system of ID fans in a 
thermal plant wherein different conditions making 
the system work at full/reduced capacity discussed. 
To maintain the system to work continuously and 
efficiently, it becomes significantly of high 
importance that the failure whether due to cable 
manufacturing defects or some system 
malfunctioning, gets reduced to lowest level [9]. In 
the metros network, various power cables with 
rated capacities of 220, 132, 66, 33, 25 KV are used 
in supplying power for the functioning of the 
system. The failure data of 12-13 years have been 
collected for the power cable with the capacity of 

33KV. The aim is to analyse the availability of the 
system by considering a two unit cold standby 
identical parallel power cable of 33KV capacity. 
The steady state Availability Analysis of system 
effectiveness is analyzed by making use of semi-
Markov processes and regenerative point 
technique. 

2. Symbols and Notations 

O   Operative state of the power 
cable 

csO   Cold standby unit of the power 

cable 

   Constant failure rate of the 
operative power cable 

p   Probability of failure (repairable) 

of the unit 

q   Probability of replacement 

(irreparable) of the unit 

 r   Probability of the unit found Ok
  

uiF   Unit is under inspection in case 

of failure 

rF   Unit is under repair in case of 

major failure 

rpF   Unit is under replacement 

UiF   Continuation of inspection of 

failure from its previous state. 

RF   Continuation of repair of failure 

from its previous state. 
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RPF   Continuation of replacement 

from its previous state. 

wiF   Failed unit waiting for inspection 

   Constant rate of inspection 

   Constant rate of repairable failure 

   Constant rate of replacement 

failure 

)(),( tGtg  p.d.f. and c.d.f. of repair time of 

unit having major failure 

)(),( tHth  p.d.f. and c.d.f. of replacement 

time of unit having major failure 

)(),( 11 tHth  p.d.f. and c.d.f. of inspection time 

of unit having failure 

)(),( tWtw   p.d.f. and c.d.f. of waiting time 

of a failed unit 

)(),( tQtq ijij  p.d.f. and c.d.f. of first passage 

time from a regenerative state i  
to j  or to a failed state j  

without visiting any other 

regenerative state in ],0( t  

ijp  Transition probability from 

regenerative state i  to 
regenerative state j  

)(tM i  Probability that system up 

initially in regenerative state i  is 
up at time t without passing 
through any other regenerative 
state 

ijm  Contribution to mean sojourn 

time in regenerative state i  
before transiting to regenerative 
state j  without visiting to any 

other state 

)(ti  Mean sojourn time in 

regenerative state before 
transiting to any other state 

©,   Symbols for Laplace and Laplace 
Stieltje’s convolution 

*, ** Symbols for Laplace and Laplace 
Stieltje’s transforms 

0A  Steady state availability of the 

system 

3. Data Summary 

The following values have been obtained from the 
collected data: 

 Estimated value of failure 
rate )( =.000015 per hour 

 Estimated value of repair 
rate )( =.067per hour 

 Estimated value of replacement 
rate )( =.002 per hour 

 Estimated value of inspection rate )( =1 

per hour 
 Probability of repairable failure )( p =.69 

 Probability of replaceable failure )(q =.16 

 Probability of unit found ok )(r =.15 

4. Model Description and assumptions  

The following assumptions have been used in 
probabilistic model: 

1) Initially the system is operative at full 
capacity with two power cables, one 
is operative and other one is used as a 
cold standby of same capacity. 

2) The two power cables are identical 
and constitute a parallel system. 

3) If one unit is failed, standby unit 
becomes operative after some time. 

4) As the unit fails, it is undertaken for 
inspection. 

5) The failure rate of hot standby unit is 
same as that of operative unit. 

6) Failure, repair and inspection times 
are assumed to follow an exponential 
and general time distribution 
respectively. 
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7) The common repairman is available 
for the defaulted cable. 

8) The repaired unit works as good as 
new one. When both units are failed 
then the system is in failed state. 

9) All the random variables are 
independent. 

5. Transition Diagram 

A state transition table showing all the possible 
states of the system under consideration as shown 
in the Fig.1. The states 0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 are 
regeneration points and thus these are called 
regenerative states. The states 0, 1, 5, 7 are up 
states where as 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 are failed states. 

St
at
es 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

0 - 2
 

- - - - - - - 

1 (1rh
 

- 
 

- - (1ph
 

- (1qh
 

- 

2 - (1rh
 

- (1ph
 

(1qh
 

- - - - 

3 - )(tg
 

- - - - - - - 

4 - )(th
 

- - - - - - - 

5 )(tg
 

- - - - - 
 

- - 

6 - )(tg
 

- - - - - - - 

7 )(th
 

- - - - - - - 
 

8 - )(th
 

- - - - - - - 

 

Fig.1: State Transition Table 

6. Transition Probabilities and Mean Sojourn 
Times 

The steady-state transition probabilities are 

)(01 tdQ dte t 22  , 

,)( 112 dtHetdQ t


   

,)()( 110 dtthretdQ t  

,)()( 115 dtthpetdQ t  

,)()( 117 dtthqetdQ t  

,)()h1()( 1
2

11 dttertdQ t  

,)()1()( 1
2

14 dttheqtdQ t  

,)()1()( 1
2

13 dttheptdQ t  

,)(g)(50 dttetdQ t  

,)()(56 dttGetdQ t


   

,)(©1)g()(6
51 dttetdQ t   

,)()1©()(8
71 dtthetdQ t   

,)()(70 dtthetdQ t  

,)()(78 dttHetdQ t


   

,)()(31 dttgtdQ   

dtthtdQ )()(41     

     
   (1) 

The non-zero elements )(lim *

0
sqp ij

s
ij 
  can be 

obtained as 

,101 p  

,131 p  

,141 p  

),(110  rhp  

),(115  php  

),(117  qhp  
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)],(1[ *
1

2
11 hrp   

)],(1[ *
112 hp   

)],(1[ *
1

2
13 hpp   

)],(1[ *
1

2
14 hqp   

)],(1[6
51  gp  

),(50  gp  

)],(1[56  gp  

),(70  hp  

)],(1[78  hp  

)],(1[8
71  hp    

     
   (2) 

From the above steady-state transition probabilities, 
it can be verified that 

,1413101  ppp  

,12
11

2
14

2
1317151017151210  pppppppppp

 

.18
71707870

6
51505650  pppppppp

 

     
     
   (3) 

The mean sojourn time  i  in the regenerative 

state ‘i’ is 

,
2

1
0 

   

,
)(1 1

1 






h

 





0

3 ,)( dtttg  





0

4 ,)( dttth  

,
)(1

5 





g
 

,
)(1

7 





h
 





0

11 ,)( dttth                                                                                                             

 (4) 

The unconditional mean time taken by the system 
to transit for any regenerative state j when it is 
counted from the epoch of entrance into state i is 
mathematically stated as 





0

'* ).0()( ijijij qttdQm   

                    
  (5) 

Thus, 

,001 m  

,3
6
515031  mmm  

,55650  mm  

,117151210  mmmm                          

,77870  mm      

,441
8
7170  mmm  

.1
2
11

2
14

2
13171510  mmmmmm                                                
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where, 


 


0

1

0

11 ,)()( dttthdttH  


 


00

3 ,)()( dtttgdttG  


 


00

4 .)()( dttthdttH  

7. Measure of System effectiveness                                                                         

7.1. Availability Analysis 

Let )(tAi  be the probability that the system is 

working at instant time t , given that the system 

entered regenerative state i  at 0t . 

Then, 

),(©)()()( 10100 tAtqtMtA                                        

),(A©)(

A(t)©)(A©)()(A©)()(©)()(A©)()()(

4
2
14

3
2
131

2
1171751501011

ttq

qttqttqtAtqttqtMtA





 

),(A©)()( 1313 ttqtA   

),(A©)()( 1414 ttqtA   

),(©)()(A©)()()( 0501
6
5155 tAtqttqtMtA 

 

).(©)()(A©)()()( 0701
8
7177 tAtqttqtMtA 

      
     
     
         (7) 

Where, 

).()(),()(),()(,)( 7511
2

0 tHetMtGetMtHetMetM tttt








  

 

Taking Laplace transforms of above equations and 

solving them for ),(*
0 sA we get 

,
)(

)(
)(

1

1*
0 sD

sN
sA   

The availability 0A  in steady-state of the present 

system is define as 

,
)0(

)0(

)(

)(
.lim

1

1
'
1

1

1

1

0
0 D

N

D

N

sD

sN
sA

s



 

Where, 

(1

)1(

701750150315
2
1443

2
134171

5117
8
71

6
5115

2
144131

2
13

2
1101

ppppppppD

pppppppppN









     
     
                          (8)          

9. Particular Case 

For the particular case, the inspection, repair and 
replacement rate are assumed to be exponentially 
distributed, let us take 

ttt ethethetg     )(;)(;)( 1  

Using the values, as estimated in section 3, of 
various probabilities and repairable/replaceable 
rates the following measure of system effectiveness 
are obtained as: 

Availability of the system 0A : .9998820 

0.000014 0.000015 0.0000155 0.000016 0.0000165 0.000017 0.0000175 0.000018
0.999974

0.999975

0.999976

0.999977

0.999978

0.999979

0.99998

0.999981

0.999982

0.999983

0.999984

Failure Rate ()

A
va

ila
bi

lit
y

Availability versus Failure Rate ()

=0.067 =0.002 =1 p=0.69 q=0.16 r=0.15
 

 

The Graphical Analysis 

 Fig. 2:   Availability versus Failure rate 
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The following interpretations have been made from 
the graphs. 

i. Figure 2 displays the Availability 
of the system decreases with 

increase in the failure rate . 
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Abstract— We are facing a period where software study have 

a huge measurement involving tiny resources, high risk and a 
wide range of available approaches. In this scenario the Software 
Development Methodologies (SDMs) could be proved to be a 
useful ally, but very dangerous and still fatal if misused. The big 
issue around this matter is how to decide the appropriated SDM 
that fats a specific study. In the given scope, in this dissertation 
we are describing a framework for comparing SDMs delivering a 
position of procedures that shall be followed when the choice of 
an SDM are ready. We have to approaches of the framework by 
applying it to be a group of SDMs that was chosen by their 
popularity and significance. The identified themes were noted 
down and compared with the notes made during the interviews to 
ascertain that the former are indeed a true reflection of the 
discussion in the interviews. This two-step process also verified 
that the transcription process had not changed the original data 
generated in the interviews. Five SPI risks were identified from 
the interview data: organisational politics, lack of support, lack 
of defined SPI implementation methodology, lack of awareness 
and lack of resources that are generally considered critical by 
Australian practitioners. The results also reveal the similarities 
and the differences in the risks identified by different group of 
practitioners (i.e. developers, managers and senior managers), 
different type of organisations (i.e. small–medium and large) and 
organisations with mature and immature software development 
processes. 

 
Keywords: SDM; Model; Process; Method; Analysis 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In software engineering, a software development process is 
the process of dividing software development work into 
distinct phases to improve design, product management, and 
project management. ... For example, there are many specific 
software development processes that fit the spiral life-
cycle model. 

In software engineering, a software development process is 
the process of dividing software development work into 
distinct phases to improve design, product management, 
and project management. It is also known as a software 
development life cycle(SDLC). The methodology may include 
the pre-definition of specific deliverables and artifacts that are 
created and completed by a project team to develop or 
maintain an application.[1] 

Most modern development processes can be vaguely 
described as agile. Other methodologies 
include waterfall, prototyping, iterative and incremental 
development, spiral development, rapid application 
development, and extreme programming. 

Some people[who?] consider a life-cycle "model" a more 
general term for a category of methodologies and a software 
development "process" a more specific term to refer to a 
specific process chosen by a specific organization. For 
example, there are many specific software development 
processes that fit the spiral life-cycle model. The field is often 
considered a subset of the systems development life cycle. 

Other high-level software project methodologies include: 

Behavior-driven development and business process 
management[14] 

Chaos model - The main rule is always resolve the most 
important issue first. 

Incremental funding methodology - an iterative approach 

Lightweight methodology - a general term for methods 
that only have a few rules and practices 

Structured systems analysis and design method - a specific 
version of waterfall 

Slow programming, as part of the larger Slow Movement, 
emphasizes careful and gradual work without (or minimal) 
time pressures. Slow programming aims to avoid bugs and 
overly quick release schedules. 

V-Model (software development) - an extension of the 
waterfall model 

Unified Process (UP) is an iterative software development 
methodology framework, based on Unified Modeling 
Language (UML). UP organizes the development of software 
into four phases, each consisting of one or more executable 
iterations of the software at that stage of development: 
inception, elaboration, construction, and guidelines. Many 
tools and products exist to facilitate UP implementation. One 
of the more popular versions of UP is the Rational Unified 
Process (RUP). 
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II. PROCESS META-MODELS 

Some "process models" are abstract descriptions for 
evaluating, comparing, and improving the specific process 
adopted by an organization. 

ISO/IEC 12207 is the international standard describing the 
method to select, implement, and monitor the life cycle for 
software. 

The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) is one 
of the leading models and based on best practice. Independent 
assessments grade organizations on how well they follow their 
defined processes, not on the quality of those processes or the 
software produced. CMMI has replaced CMM. 

ISO 9000 describes standards for a formally organized 
process to manufacture a product and the methods of 
managing and monitoring progress. Although the standard was 
originally created for the manufacturing sector, ISO 9000 
standards have been applied to software development as well. 
Like CMMI, certification with ISO 9000 does not guarantee 
the quality of the end result, only that formalized business 
processes have been followed. 

ISO/IEC 15504 Information technology — Process 
assessment also known as Software Process Improvement 
Capability Determination (SPICE), is a "framework for the 
assessment of software processes". This standard is aimed at 
setting out a clear model for process comparison. SPICE is 
used much like CMMI. It models processes to manage, 
control, guide and monitor software development. This model 
is then used to measure what a development organization or 
project team actually does during software development. This 
information is analyzed to identify weaknesses and drive 
improvement. It also identifies strengths that can be continued 
or integrated into common practice for that organization or 
team. 

ISO/IEC 24744 Software Engineering — Metamodel for 
Development Methodologies, is a powertype-based 
metamodel for software development methodologies. 

SPEM 2.0 by the Object Management Group 

Soft systems methodology - a general method for 
improving management processes 

Method engineering - a general method for improving 
information system processes 

III. SOFTWARE PROCESS 

A software process (also knows as software methodology) 
is a set of related activities that leads to the production of the 
software. These activities may involve the development of the 
software from the scratch, or, modifying an existing system. 

Any software process must include the following four 
activities: 

Software specification (or requirements engineering): 
Define the main functionalities of the software and the 
constrains around them. 

Software design and implementation: The software is to be 
designed and programmed. 

Software verification and validation: The software must 
conforms to it’s specification and meets the customer needs. 

Software evolution (software maintenance): The software 
is being modified to meet customer and market requirements 
changes. 

IV. SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS 

A software process model is a simplified representation of 
a software process. Each model represents a process from a 
specific perspective. 

We’re going to take a quick glance about very general 
process models. These generic models are abstractions of the 
process that can be used to explain different approaches to the 
software development. They can be adapted and extended to 
create more specific processes. 

Some methodologies are sometimes known as software 
development life cycle (SDLC) methodologies, though this 
term could also be used more generally to refer to any 
methodology. 

V. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Problem solving in software development consists of the 
following activities:  
i. Understanding the problem  
ii. Deciding a plan for the solution  
iii. Coding the planned solution  
iv. Testing the actual program [2]  
These activities may be very complex for large systems. So, 
each of the activity has to be broken into smaller sub-activities 
or steps. These steps are then handled effectively to produce a 
software project or system. The basic steps involved in 
software project development are:  
i. Requirement analysis  
ii. Design  
iii. Coding  
iv. Testing  
In addition, there is a fifth step, ―maintenance  that consists 
of maintaining the system after deployment, i.e. delivery to the 
customer. Unlike hardware, software does not wear out. But, it 
is very likely that some errors of the system, which were not 
found during the software testing phase, may be found by the 
customer. These errors or bugs need to be reported and 
resolved immediately. Also, over time, as newer technologies 
and platforms are developed, system starts becoming outdated. 
It is important to provide new features to the system after 
intervals and make it compatible with various latest platforms. 
Incremental Vs Waterfall Model 
Incremental software development is better than a waterfall 
approach for most business, e-commerce, and personal 
systems. 
By developing the software incrementally, it is cheaper and 
easier to make changes in the software as it is being developed. 
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Compared to the waterfall model, incremental development has 
three important benefits: 
1. The cost of accommodating changing customer 

requirements is reduced. The amount of analysis and 
documentation that has to be redone is much less than 
that’s required with waterfall model. 

2. It’s easier to get customer feedback on the work 
done during development than when the system is fully 
developed, tested, and delivered. 

3. More rapid delivery of useful software is possible 
even if all the functionality hasn’t been included. 
Customers are able to use and gain value from the 
software earlier than it’s possible with the waterfall 
model. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

It’s useful when the requirements are clear, or following a 
very structured process as in critical systems which needs a 
detailed, precise, and accurate documents describes the system 
to be produced. 

Not good when requirements are ambiguous, and doesn’t 
support frequent interaction with the customers for feedback 
and proposing changes. It’s not suitable for large projects that 
might take long time to be developed and delivered. 

Prototype 

Again, it’s an early sample, or release of a product built to 
test a concept or to act as a thing to be replicated or learned 
from. 

This is very useful when requirements aren’t clear, and the 
interactions with the customer and experimenting an initial 
version of the software results in high satisfaction and a 
clearance of what to be implemented. 

It’s downsides are, good tools need to be acquired for 
quick development (like coding) in order to complete a 
prototype. In addition, the costs for for training the 
development team on prototyping may be high. 

They’re suited for large projects, less expensive to the 
change of requirements as they support customer interactions 
with each increment. 

Initial versions of the software are produced early, which 
facilitates customer evaluation and feedback. 

They don’t fit into small projects, or projects that waterfall 
are best suited for; A structured process with a detailed, and 
accurate description of the system. 

It’s good for high risky or large projects where the 
requirements are ambiguous. The risks might be due to cost, 
schedule, performance, user interfaces, etc. 

Risk analysis requires highly specific expertise, and 
project’s success is highly dependent on the risk analysis 
phase. It doesn’t work well for smaller projects. 

It suits small-medium size project, with rapidly changes in 
the requirements as customer is involved during each phase. 

Very limited planning is required to get started with the 
project. It helps the company in saving time and money (as 
result of customer physical interaction in each phase). The 
daily meetings make it possible to measure productivity. 

Difficult to scale up to large projects where documentation 
is essential. A highly skilled team is also needed. 

If team members aren’t committed, the project will either 
never complete or fail. And there’s always a limitation in time, 
like in increments, meetings, etc. 

The four basic process activities of specification, 
development, validation, and evolution are organized 
differently in different development processes. 

In the waterfall model, they are organized in sequence, 
while in incremental development they are interleaved. How 
these activities are performed might depend on the type of 
software, people involved in development, etc. 
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Abstract— This abstract proposes a mechanism that enables 

simultaneous detection of malicious information access through 
the web analysis of the direction Systems (DBMS). The planned 
mechanism uses a directed graph representing the profile of valid 
transactions to notice criminal accesses to information, that area 
unit seen as unauthorized sequences of Structured Query 
Language (SQL) commands. The dissertation proposes a 
standard rule that learns the chart representing the outline of the 
transactions dead by the users. This mechanism want to defend 
ancient information applications from information attacks 
further as internet primarily based applications from SQL 
injection kinds of attacks. The planned mechanism is generic and 
may be employed in most business database management system, 
adding simultaneous detection of malicious information access to 
classical information security mechanisms.  

In computer intrusion detection one attempts to identify 
unauthorized accesses to computer accounts. There are two main 
approaches to intrusion detection: pattern recognition and 
anomaly detection. Pattern recognition is the attempt to 
recognize general patterns in command usage that stem from 
known attacks such as exploiting a software bug. The approach 
has the disadvantage that it cannot defend against previously 
unknown software bugs, or any unauthorized user with the 
knowledge of the account password. Anomaly detection, on the 
other hand, attempts to identify an unauthorized user by 
identifying unusual, for the account holder, usage of the 
computer. 

 
Keywords: SQl; Plan; Process; Users; Malicious 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In external attack unauthorized attempts are taken place to 
access or destroy private data and in insider attack the 
malicious actions are executed by authorized users. The 
protection of database by the use of encryption techniques, 
where the database may be encrypted but this kind of system 
may lead to degradation of query performance. However, in 
connection with detection of database intrusions few 
appropriate mechanisms have been proposed in [4, 5]. This 
paper proposes an innovative mechanism for the detection of 
database intrusions in DBMS. The proposed approach is also 
extended to incorporate the CBF. This approach is considered 
as transaction level approach and is used to detect the 
malicious transactions in the database. 

The profiles computed can be used to detect misuse 
behaviour in particular insides abuse. The main drawback of 

this approach is that it has only been described theoretically, 
and no empirical evidence has been presented. Lee et al. [7] 
have proposed a real-time database intrusion detection using 
time signatures. Real-time database systems have a deal with 
data that changes its value with time. This intrusion detection 
model observes the database behavior at the level of sensor 
transaction. If a transaction attempts to update a temporal data 
which has already been updated in that period, an alarm is 
raised. Wenhui et al. [8] proposed a two-layer mechanism to 
detect intrusions against a web-based database services. 
However, they have not used different level of granularity or 
intra-transactional and inter-transactional features in their 
model. Hu et al. [9] determine the dependency among data 
items where data dependency refers to the access correlations 
among data items. These data dependency are generated in the 
form of association rules. Transactions that do not follow any 
of the mined data dependency rules are marked as malicious 
transactions. In this paper equal important are given to the 
each attributes and there is no concept of attribute sensitivity. 
The attributes sensitivity problem addresses by Srivastava et 
al. [10], where some of the attributes are considered more 
sensitive to malicious modification compared to others. They 
suggest a weighted data mining algorithm for finding 
dependencies among sensitive attributes. The basic history 
about the log file is that it consists the information about the 
committed transactions those are executed in the secure 
environment by the authorised users. Profile creator takes 
these offline audit log data as input and generates the 
transactions profile and these transactions profile are 
considered as authorised profiles and stored at the system, 
after that these authorised transactions profile are used at the 
detection phase. Therefore any database application user 
wants to execute any transaction in DBMS then he/she will 
submit the raw queries to feature selector. Feature selector 
extracts the required features like command type, target object 
from online raw queries submitted by the users and store it in 
the online audit trail table. Now detection engine first generate 
the transaction profile for the data stored in online audit trail 
and this profile is compared with authorised transactions 
profile. If online transaction profile matches with authorised 
transaction profile then the detection engine allows the 
particular executable transaction to commit into the DBMS. If 
online transaction profile does not match with authorised 
transactions profile then the detection engine will never allow 
the particular transaction to commit into the DBMS and 
marked as a malicious and system raised the alarm. 
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II. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS 

Intrusion can be defined as any kind of unauthorised 
activities that cause damage to an information system. This 
means any attack that could pose a possible threat to the 
information confidentiality, integrity or availability will be 
considered an intrusion. For example, activities that would 
make the computer services unresponsive to legitimate users 
are considered an intrusion. An IDS is a software or hardware 
system that identifies malicious actions on computer systems 
in order to allow for system security to be maintained (Liao et 
al., 2013a). The goal of an IDS is to identify different kinds of 
malicious network traffic and computer usage, which cannot 
be identified by a traditional firewall. This is vital to achieving 
high protection against actions that compromise the 
availability, integrity, or confidentiality of computer systems. 
IDS systems can be broadly categorized into two groups: 
Signature-based Intrusion Detection System (SIDS) and 
Anomaly-based Intrusion Detection System (AIDS). 

III. INTRUSION DATA SOURCES 

 IDS can also be classified based on the input data sources 
used to detect abnormal activities. In terms of data sources, 
there are generally two types of IDS technologies, namely 
Host-based IDS (HIDS) and Network-based IDS (NIDS). 
HIDS inspect data that originates from the host system and 
audit sources, such as operating system, window server logs, 
firewalls logs, application system audits, or database logs. 
HIDS can detect insider attacks that do not involve network 
traffic (Creech & Hu, 2014a). 

NIDS monitors the network traffic that is extracted from a 
network through packet capture, NetFlow, and other network 
data sources. Network-based IDS can be used to monitor 
many computers that are joined to a network. NIDS is able to 
monitor the external malicious activities that could be initiated 
from an external threat at an earlier phase, before the threats 
spread to another computer system. On the other hand, NIDSs 
have limited ability to inspect all data in a high bandwidth 
network because of the volume of data passing through 
modern high-speed communication networks (Bhuyan et 
al., 2014).  

IV. APPLICATION OF INTRUSION DETECTION IN 

DATABASES 

 
The applicability of DIDS in database systems depends on the 
type of environment in which they are supposed to operate. 
Understanding the characteristics inherent to the typical 
workloads of each type of environment is critical to determine 
which type or class of Intrusion Detection (ID) techniques can 
be more efficient given the nature of those workloads and 
thus, be considered as more adequate for the specific database 
system. 
1 Transactional versus Analytical Database Systems 

 
Table 1. Database intrusion detection techniques and their 

coverage 

 

 

V. DETECTION OF MALICIOUS TRANSACTIONS IN DBMS 

 
In the present work we are particularly interested in the first 
two types of attacks, which in practice correspond to 
malicious transactions executed by authorized users or by 
unauthorized users that gain access to the database by 
exploring system vulnerabilities. As database security 
mechanisms are not design to primarily detect intrusions (are 
designed to avoid the intruder’s access to database data), there 
are many cases where the execution of malicious sequences of 
SQL1 commands (transactions) cannot be detected (or 
avoided). The following points present some examples 
[44,45,46]: 
 The DBA does not activate the necessary security 

mechanisms (e.g., authentication, user privileges, data 
encryption, auditing, etc), which allows intruders to get 
access to database data. 

 The security mechanisms available are incorrectly 
configured permitting potential intruders (hackers) to 
access the database [47]. 

 Hidden flaws in the database implementation may allow 
hackers to connect to the database server by exploring 
those defects. 

 Unauthorized users “still” the credentials of authorized 
users in order to access the database server [48]. 

 Authorized users take advantage of their privileges to 
maliciously access or destroy data. 

In these situations, such as in many others, manual supervision 
and manual audit procedures are the only tools that DBAs can 
use to detect potential intrusion. Malicious transactions may 
damage the database integrity and availability [49]. However, 
in spite of the pertinence of the detection of malicious 
database transactions, the reality is that no practical 
mechanism able to identify users executing malicious 
transactions has been proposed so far. This thesis proposes a 
new mechanism for the detection of malicious transactions in 
DBMS. As in a typical database environment it is possible to 
define the profile (sequence of SQL commands) of all the 
transactions that each user is allowed to execute, the proposed 
mechanism (named DBMTD - Database Malicious 
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Transactions Detector) uses that profile of valid transactions to 
identify user’s attempts 1 SQL stands for Structured Query 
Language, the relational language used by relational DBMS 
[9] to execute invalid sequences of commands. 

VI. ATTACKS AND CONTROL METHODS IN DATABASE 

SECURITY 

In today’s world, many organizations or enterprises have a 
huge amount of databases to store its data. However, this data 
storage, maintenance and access are very hard and important 
issues for organizations. In these organizations, there are huge 
no of employees wants to use their database from their 
respective departments. In this case, each user has their own 
identity proof as like their userID. So by identifying their 
userID we detect as a person is authorized person or 
unauthorized person. But this detection is like identify from 
user name and password so that known as external attack 
detection. But if in case legitimate or authorized person or 
employee doing activities that are not fitted for their role & it 
will be harmful for their organization, then how we decide that 
those employee activities is suspicious activity & how we 
detect that, this is known as an inner attack. So data should be 
stored and accessed by only authorized or legitimate users 
otherwise this work will be acts as an attack on database. So 
databases should maintain its own security policies for their 
safe and secure environment [1]. Gartner research presented 
that Database transaction's activities and behaviors are 
examined for to detection of data leaks as well as for detection 
of malicious insider attacks done by legitimate user or 
authorized user [2],[3] SQL injection and Data exfiltration 
attacks are database-related attacks this is not issuing 
regarding operating system or the network [11]. In database 
security, inner attacks are done by a trusted people within that 
organization, so each and every organization should have their 
own security policy solutions or approaches to fix that 
problem. Inner attack is mainly detected and resolved by using 
three techniques, that is Log examining, Query clustering & 
Policy-based mechanism. These three techniques are 
performed as like anomaly detection technique in the 
intrusion-detection system. i.e firstly, observe behavior of 
each user during training phase, and collect some data and 
recorded as a benchmark for testing phase. 

VII. USER IDENTIFICATION /AUTHENTICATION 

A basic security demand is that you just should grasp your 
users. You want to determine them before you'll confirm their 
privileges and access rights, then that you just will audit their 
actions upon the info. User is often attested in some ways 
before they're allowed to make info. Info authentication 
includes each identification and authentication of users. 
External authentication is often performed by the software 
package or network service. Conjointly the user 
authentications are often outlined by Secure Socket Layer 
(SSL), through enterprise roles, through middle tier server 
authentication conjointly referred to as proxy authentication. 
This is often the terribly basic demand to make sure security 
since the identification method defines a collection of 
individuals that areallowed to access data. To make sure 

security, the identity is attested and it keeps the sensitive data 
secure and from being changed by unauthorized user. offender 
will take totally different approaches like bypass 
authentication, Default positive identification, privilege step-
up, positive identification estimate by brute force and rainbow 
attack once they conceive to compromise user identification 
and authentication [1]. 

VIII. DATABASE INTRUSION DETECTION 

Command level data consisting of user names and commands 
(without arguments) were generated from output of the UNIX 
acct auditing mechanism. For illustration purposes a few data 
points are given in Table 1. Our platform is an SGI server 
running IRIX 6.2. Some commands recorded by the system 
are implicitly generated, rather than explicitly typed by the 
user. For example, each execution of the .profile file or a make 
file generates commands contained in these files that are also 
recorded in the data stream. 
The first 10,000 commands for each of 53 users were 
recorded. For the analysis, we separated the commands into 
training data sets of 5000 commands and test data sets of 1000 
commands. For some of the analysis reported below, we split 
each test data set into 10 replications of 100 commands, and 
into 2 replications of 500 commands. The use of further 
information such as time stamps or command arguments is 
also of interest, but was not considered in this investigation. 

Table 1 
Example of data used 

 

Database Intrusion Detection based on Improved 
Association Rule Algorithm [1] It presents an improved 
association rule algorithm, based on which it builds a database 
intrusion detection system on the basis of association rules. 
This system is a circularl and dynamically updated system, but 
it must first create a set of legitimate access rules from a static 
database as the basis for the system's judgment. It must 
repeatedly scan the transaction database to carry out pattern 
matching for the candidate item sets. Just because the above 
two flaws, it presents the technology based on the data 
partition to improve the adaptability and efficiency of the 
Apriori algorithm. It can use data partition technique for 
mining frequent item sets with only two times of the whole 
database scan. As shown in figure, it contains two main 
processing stages. The first phase, the algorithm will divide 
the transactional database D into n independent parts For each 
division (part), to mine all the frequent item sets in which, 
they are called local frequent item sets. In terms of the whole 
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database D, a local frequent item set is not necessarily the 
global frequent item set, but any global frequent item set will 
certainly occur in the local frequent item sets obtained by the 
partition. This is very easy to get evidence to the contrary. 
Therefore, the local frequent item sets mined from n partitions 
can be as the candidate item set of the frequent item sets in the 
whole database D; and in the second stage again scanning the 
entire database for the support frequency of all candidate item 
sets, to finally confirm the global frequent item set. The 
partition size and number has the standard that each partition 
can be entirely placed into memory, so each stage only needs 
to read the database content once, and the entire mining needs 
to scan the entire database twice. 

 

IX. DATABASE INTRUSION DETECTION BY TRANSACTION 

SIGNATURE 

The method evaluated here is located on the level of database 
management system .It focuses on security policies permitted 
on database system, it is designed to mine audit log of 
legitimate transaction performed with database and generate 
signature for legal transactions. The transaction which does 
not match the signature are declared a malicious transaction 
according to the policies defined. False positives are valid 
transactions identified as malicious transactions. In this 
mechanism the existence of false positives depends on how 
complete the definition of authorized transaction is. The 
proposed approach is based on using transaction signature and 
has learning, detection and response phase. Very briefly, the 
behaviour of database transaction is collected as a first step to 

feed the learning phase. Once the database utilization 
signatures is established, the behaviour learned from audit data 
is used to concurrently detect database intrusions in detection 
phase. For intrusive behaviour, this mechanism will alert 
database administrator. The central theme of my approach will 
be to learn and create signature from the collected audit data. 
A basic foundation for intrusion detection is collecting various 
normal behaviours of Database describe our architecture 
model in three phases 

 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

It has emphasized careful data collection, attention to 
experimental methodology, and error analysis, the latter of 
which has led to insights about why some masqueraders are 
harder to detect than others. Nevertheless, masquerade 
detection remains among the most challenging of 
classification problems. Masqueraders are people who 
impersonate other people on the computer. They usually are 
insiders with malicious intent trying to hide their identity by 
impersonating other users. They could also be intruders from 
outside—although in practice most outside intruders 
immediately try to gain access to the account of the super-user 
and therefore are a special case. A computer crime and 
security survey [2] ranking computer security problems in 
terms of their estimated financial damage found that 
unauthorized access by insiders was most damaging, 
accounting for about one-third of the total loss. The 
uniqueness method can be used as one of the anomaly 
detection methods within an intrusion detection system. It is 
not meant to be a stand alone intrusion detection system by 
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itself. There are various methods for detecting the intrusion 
but still the intrusive activity occurs and malicious transaction 
takes place. Due to such intrusion the security of confidential 
and sensitive data is compromised. There is a scope for an 
improvement in the detecting methods for intrusive activity in 
database management system and optimizing the detection 
rate The future work will be enhance the approaches and to 
overcome the limitation of the processing power and the data 
storage issues to handle huge amount of information. 
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Abstract—  A Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) consists of 

vehicles which communicate with each other and exchange data 
via wireless communication links available between the vehicles 
which are in communication ranges of vehicles to improve the 
road safety in city. The communication between vehicles is used 
to provide road safety, comfort and entertainment. VANET 
consists of a collection of wireless mobile nodes that are 
dynamically connected and can communicate with each other 
without the requirement for any pre-existing or centralized 
infrastructure. There is no static infrastructure. Vehicular Ad 
hoc networks (VANETs) are a special type of mobile ad hoc 
networks in which vehicles are simulated as mobile nodes. 
VANET contains two accesses: access points and vehicles, the 
access points are fixed and generally connected to the internet.  
Each protocol has different behavior in relation to performance 
metrics considered, including the rate of routing packets sent, 
delay, and the debit. The VANETs (Vehicular Ad hoc Networks) 
are a new form of mobile ad hoc networks used to establish 
communications between vehicles or with infrastructure located 
on roadsides. In a VANET network routing is an important 
mechanism for finding and maintaining a communication path 
between a pair of remote nodes. 

 
Keywords: VANET; Network; Path; Packet; Nodes 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The main aim of this paper was to identify which ad hoc 
routing protocol has better performance in highly mobile 
environment of vehicular ad-hoc network and to give a survey 
of the VANETs routing Scenario, Vehicular ad hoc networks 
(VANETs), the existing VANET routing protocols and the 
exiting two mobility Models. VANETs, investigates different 
routing schemes that have been developed for VANETs, and 
providing classifications of VANET routing protocols within 
two classification forms and gives summarization. 

The exchange of information between communicating 
vehicles without any fixed infrastructure like access points or 
base stations is an intensive field of research. Upcoming 
technologies like Fleet Net [1] are based on multi-hop ad hoc 
networks using Dedicated Short Range Communication for 
vehicular communications systems. Since each network node 
acts as wireless station and mobile router at the same time, 
distant vehicles can communicate with each other using 
intermediate vehicles for packet forwarding. The application 
range of such networks may cover safety related applications 
like the warning of drivers about accidents or congestions. For 
these purposes, not only vehicles, but also traffic signs may 
take part in the VANET. Moreover, vehicles may also be 

provided with Internet access via the ad hoc network using .g. 
gateways installed along the roadside [2]. The routing of data 
packets through the VANET is very complex since the 
network topology and the communication conditions may vary 
heavily. Several factors like the type of the road, daytime, 
weather, traffic density and even the driver himself affect the 
movements of vehicles on a road. Hence, the network 
topology changes frequently, and the routing protocol used has 
to adapt it self to theses changes continuously. Up to now, 
most general work on the performance of routing protocols in 
MANETs[3], [4] considers only a quite small number of nodes 
and/or a low mobility as well as simple movement patterns. 
Thus, one of our goals is to model more realistic movement 
patterns for the simulations that reflect the movement of 
vehicles in typical traffic situations. Current routing protocols 
can be categorized into topology based and location-based 
protocols. We focus on topology-based routing protocols since 
these do without any location services for determining the 
nodes’ geographic positions. We chose four protocols to be 
compared: Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [5], 
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [6], Fisheye State Routing 
(FSR) [7] and Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm 
(TORA) [8]. AODV,DSR and TORA belong to the class of 
reactive (on-demand)routing protocols that discover routes 
through the network when they are needed, while proactive 
routing protocols like FSR continuously maintain routes to all 
possible destinations. 

VANET consists of a collection of wireless mobile nodes 
that are dynamically connected and can communicate with 
each other without the requirement for any pre-existing or 
centralized infrastructure. There is no static infrastructure. 
Vehicular Ad hoc networks (VANETs) are a special type of 
mobile ad hoc networks in which vehicles are simulated as 
mobile nodes. VANET contains two accesses: access points 
and vehicles, the access points are fixed and generally 
connected to the internet [1].VANET addresses the wireless 
communication between vehicles (V2V), and between 
vehicles and infrastructure access point (V2I). Vehicle to 
vehicle communication (V2V) has two types of 
communication: one hop communication (direct vehicle to 
vehicle communication), and multi hop communication. 
VANET also has special characteristics that distinguish it 
from other mobile ad hoc networks; the most important 
characteristics are: good mobility, self-organization, 
distributed communication, road pattern restrictions, all these 
characteristics made VANETs environment a challenging for 
developing efficient routing protocols. Routing protocols have 
been built for VANETs environment, which can be classified 
in further ways, according to different aspects; such as: 
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protocols characteristics, techniques used, routing information, 
and so on. There are some classified VANETs routing 
protocols into five classes: topology-based, position-based, 
geocast based, broadcast, and cluster based routing protocols, 
this classification is based on the routing protocols 
characteristics and techniques used [2], [3], [4]. Moreover, 
they can be categorized into two classes according to routing 
strategies: proactive and reactive [8].  

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH 

1. To identify ad hoc routing protocol has better 
performance in highly mobile vehicular ad-hoc 
network. 

2. To study and analyze the selected routing protocol 
behavior while disseminating data between inter-
vehicle communications, an approach of density 
formulation among traffic flow is used. 

3. To improve the overall safety of vehicular traffic, 
promising traffic management solutions. 

III. THE PERFORMANCE METRICS OF AD HOC PROTOCOLS 

 
The performance metrics of ad hoc protocols have been 
discussed in the first RFC published by the MANET working 
group [15], by separating these metric to external metrics 
measurement (how the performance of the protocol is 
perceived by mechanisms using routing) and internal 
measurement (for the same level of external performance, two 
algorithms will deploy different volumes overhead).  
External measures the effectiveness of an ad hoc protocol 
includes:  

 The delay  
 The debit  
 The acquisition time of a road that is only valid for 

reactive protocols.  
 The percentage of segments received out of sequence  

To measure the internal efficiency of the protocol, the 
following metrics are recommended:  

 The average number of bits of data transmitted / 
number of data bits received  

 The average number of control bits transmitted / 
number of data bits received  

 The average number of control packets and data 
transmitted / number of data packets received.  

The purpose of this study the performance of ad hoc routing 
protocols to meet the following three questions:  
1) What are the main differences between the ad hoc routing 
protocols?  
2) What routing protocol provides better performance in 
vehicular ad-hoc networks?  
3) What are the factors that influence the performance of these 
routing protocols?  
In attempting to answer the above questions, we used OPNET 
[14] to compare the performance of the five protocols AODV, 
DSR, TORA, OLSR and GRP to examine the impact of 
mobility and density of nodes on the behavior these protocols 

regarding the speed, the traffic of routing packet sent, the debit 
and delay. 
 

IV. THE VEHICULAR NETWORKS ARE DIFFERENTIATED BY 

THE MANETS 

Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is composed of 
wireless mobile nodes (e.g. mobile phones, PDAs, Laptops, 
Pocket PCs, smart car...etc.) interconnected with each other 
through an autonomous configuration in the absence of any 
infrastructure. Vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET [1]) is a 
particular kind of MANET, where smart vehicles act as node 
(see Figure 1). Indeed, each vehicle is equipped with 
transmission capabilities to provide communication services 
among nearby vehicles (inter-vehicle communication V2V) or 
nearby roadside infrastructures (Vehicle-to-roadside 
communication V2I) or both combining architectures (see 
Error! Reference source not found.). This type of network is 
considered as an enabler for driverless cars of the future, 
where future networked vehicles are considered as a future 
convergence of different technologies (computers, 
communication infrastructures and automobiles) [2], [3]. 
Though, VANET presents distinctive characteristics; 
compared to MANET; that offer possibility to increase 
network performance, but at the same time, they present 
considerable challenges [4] which hinder the use of a wide 
range of safety and no safety applications, such as vehicle 
safety, data transfer, traffic and congestion management, 
entertainment and providing internet access.  

The vehicular networks are differentiated by the MANETs by 
[5]:  

 Highly dynamic topology,  
 Frequent disconnection on the network,  
 Prediction of the position of the nodes and their 

movement,  
 Communication according to the environment 

(highway, urban, etc.),  
 Delay constraint,  
 Unlimited battery power, and  
 Computing power (not possible in MANETs).  

 

Figure 1: Intelligent vehicle equipped with devices such as 
computers, network interfaces and sensors that collect 
information and treat them [6]. 
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Figure 2: Different modes of existing communications in 
vehicular ad-hoc networks 

The main problematic in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks is 
the huge amount of mobility making the network topology 
incredibly dynamic, the frequent disconnection on the 
network, and the lack of organization of transmitted data 
according to the environment in such network. In addition to 
that, users can receive ambiguous data; these data can not 
correspond to the field of source of the sender and may lead 
the receiver to error.  

In addition, we used this wide variety of protocols to 
provide a practical and useful reference, for further study on 
different classes of vehicular routing protocols to support QoS, 
or for a future improvement.  

 The VANETs (Vehicular Ad hoc Networks) [1,2] are a 
new form of mobile ad hoc networks used to establish 
communications between vehicles or with infrastructure 
located on roadsides. They are characterized by a dynamic 
topology and are generally ad hoc networks that are to say 
without management and control infrastructure of 
communication.  

V. CURRENT WORK AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

The main factors are related with the calculations of 
particular routing metrics. They identify the accumulated 
results from the output trace files which are generated by the 
simulator upon their specified inputs from mobility and traffic 
files. There are various routing metrics devised in different 
literatures to signify the importance and measuring purposes 
of numerous routing protocols. Realistic Traces, complete 
surveys along with the taxonomy of these metrics with their 
particular classifications. The two highly discussed metrics 
which are very useful in differentiating the performing trends 
of routing; and specially picked by similar assessments of such 
protocols while analyzing ns-2 traces are used for results 
generation in this research project. They are “Packet Delivery 
Ratio / Packet Delivery Fraction” and “Average End-to-End 
Delay”.  

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): It is the fraction of packets 
generated by received packets. That is, the ratios of packets 
received at the destination to those of the packets generated by 
the source. As of relative amount, the usual calculation of this 
system of measurement is in percentage (%)form. Higher the 
percentage, more privileged is the routing protocol.  

Average End-to-End Delay (E2E Delay): It is the 
calculation of typical time taken by packet (in average 
packets) to cover its journey from the source end to the 
destination end. In other words, it covers all of the potential 
delays such as route discovery, buffering processes, various 
in-between queuing stays, etc, during the entire trip of 
transmission of the packet. The classical unit of this metric is 
millisecond (ms). For this metric, lower the time taken, more 
privileged the routing protocol is considered. 

VI. WORK PLAN AND IMPLICATIONS 

 

In this report I would like to conclude that I have taken the 
real city scenario and tried to run 1200 vehicles in an hour and 
20,000 to 22,000 in a day and check the results using 
simulators. We have used different simulators to obtain the 
results and send the data between inter-vehicle properly 
according to the incident occurred on road which helps in 
avoiding accidents and traffic jam and also we have tried to 
analysis the best routing protocol which will help us to send 
our data and give better performance. So the results obtain 
DSR routing protocol using DSRC/IEEE 802.11p gives use 
better performance results to send our own message according 
to the event occurred. We have also checked the results on 
national highway where in a day 24,000 vehicles pass through 
the express highway and V2V communication using 
DSRC/IEEE 802.11p and also using DSR routing protocol 
gives better performance results as compared to other routing 
protocols. In future we may increase the strength of vehicles in 
city and on national/express highway and check the results and 
also provide other information to the vehicle operators (i.e. 
nearest petrol pumps, hotels etc.) 

VII. NEED OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH WORK 

As per our knowledge, no one has compared all the three 
kinds of TBRPs. To identify the right protocol for VANET 
environment, we first compared proactive, reactive and hybrid 
TBRPs. We selected the representative protocols from each 
category of TBRPs; DSDV [31] from proactive, ZRP [37] 
from hybrid, and AODV [36] and DSR [33] from the reactive. 
These protocols have been compared on the basis of some 
important performance metrics such as routing overhead, 
delay, throughput and number of dropped packets.NS2 
simulator [56] is widely preferred by the networking research 
community so it has been used for the simulation experiments. 
DSDV, AODV and DSR protocols are already available into 
NS2, so experiments can be conducted with them directly. 
However, for ZRP, a patch has been integrated into the NS2 
[84] [85]. In order to perform the simulations, different traffic 
files have been generated by varying the number of nodes, 
speed and pause time. After the overall analysis of results, it is 
concluded that the reliability of AODV and DSR protocols is 
better than ZRP and DSDV protocols. For the critical 
performance analysis in a VANET scenario, we have chosen 
the best TBRPs, AODV and DSR, along with a position based 
RP LAR. LAR protocol is not supported in NS2, so we 
requested Tracy Camp [88] for the code and after several 
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modifications, integrated it with NS2. SUMO (Simulation of 
Urban Mobility) [50] traffic simulator has been used to 
generate the VANET scenario files with a variation in speed 
and the number of nodes. For performance evaluation, PDR 
(Packet Delivery Ratio), routing overhead, throughput and 
delay metrics have been considered. It has been observed from 
the results, that for all the metrics except delay, DSR 
performance is very poor in comparison to the other two 
protocols. LAR achieves a higher throughput with low routing 
overhead and less delay in comparison to other two protocols. 
Especially in a dense city traffic environment, LAR 
performance is much better than AODV protocol. 
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Abstract—  Several icluster-based irouting itechniques 
ican ibe ifound iin i[3,4] iwhere iperiodic icluster ihead 
ielection iand ire-clustering iis iperformed. iIn imost iof 
ithese itechniques, icluster iheads iare ielected ieither 
iindependently ior ibased ion icompetition iof idifferent 
iweight ifunctions. iSimilar icluster iformations iare 
ifollowed iby ia ijoining imessage, ieither ito ia inearby 
icluster ihead ior ito ia icluster ihead iwith ia ihigher 
iresidual ienergy i[5–27]. iThis ican ibalance ithe ienergy 
iconsumption iof ithe inodes ibut idoes inot iensure ithe 
imaximization iof ithe isteady istate i(the itime ithe ifirst 
inode idies iin ithe inetwork) iand ithe inetwork ilifetime 
ias iwell. iBecause ionly ithe iresidual ienergy iof ia inode 
iis ione iof ithe ikey icriteria ito icluster ihead iselection, 
inot iconsidering ithe iaverage idistance ifrom imember 
inodes idoes inot iguarantee ithat ithe ienergy 
iconsumption iof ithe inodes iis isaved iduring iintra-
cluster icommunication. 

Many irouting iprotocols ihave ibeen iproposed ifor 
iWSNs iin ithe ilast idecade i[3]. iIt ihas ibeen iproven ithat 
idistributed iclustering iwith idata-fusion itechnique iis 
imore ienergy-efficient iwhen icompared ito iother irouting 
iprotocols i[4]. 

 
Keywords: Energy; Cluster; Data; Routing; Nodes 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

 
Wireless isensor inetworks i(WSNs) iconsist iof isensor inodes 
iwith isensing iand icommunication icapabilities ithat ihave 
igained ienormous iattention ifor itheir iusage iin imany 
iapplications, isuch ias iinternet iof ithings i(IoT) i[1,2]. iMost 
iwireless isensors iare ipowered iwith ibatteries ias ilimited 
ienergy isources. iIn iaddition, inon-rechargeable ienergy 
isources istrongly irequire iminimizing ienergy iconsumption 
iof ithe inodes iand ithen imaximizing inetwork ilifetime. 
iTherefore, ia ilot iof iresearch ihas ifocused ion ienergy 
iconservation iof isensor inodes iin ilong-run ioperations iof 
iWSNs. iAs ia isomewhat ieffective itechnique, iclustering iis 
ian iefficient iway ito isave ienergy iconsumption iof ithe 
isensor inodes. iIn ithe iclustering iprocess, isensor inodes iare 
igrouped iinto iclusters. iA inode iis iselected ias ia icluster 
ihead, ia ileader iin ia icluster, iand ithe iremaining inodes 
iwithin ithe icluster iare iconsidered icluster imembers. 
iSensor inodes isense ithe iphysical iparameters irelated ito 

itheir ienvironment iand isend ithe iinformation ito itheir 
icorresponding icluster iheads. iCluster iheads ithen iaggregate 
ithe idata iand isend iit ito ia iremote ibase istation i(BS) ior 
isink iusing isingle-hop ior imulti-hop ithat idepends ion ithe 
idistance iof ithe iBS. iMoreover, iperiodic icluster-head 
ielection iand ire-clustering iprocesses iof ithe iprotocols 
irequire ithe ibroadcasting iof icontrol imessages iin ieach 
iround, iwhich iis ithe ienergy iwaste iof ithe ipower-limited 
isensor inodes. iOne isolution iis ito ipiggyback ithe iweight 
ivalue iof ithe inodes iwith ithe ilocal idata isent ito ia icluster 
ihead ito ihand iover ithe irole i[26,27]. iThus, ithe inumber 
iof icontrol imessages iis iminimized iregarding ithe icluster-
head ielections ithroughout ithe inetwork ilifetime. iBut, 
iconsideration iof ienergy isaving iin iintra-cluster 
icommunication iof ithe iprotocols idoes inot iexist iyet. iIn 
ithis ipaper, iwe ipropose ian ienergy-centric icluster-based 
irouting iprotocol icalled iECCR i(energy-centric icluster-
based irouting) ifor iWSNs ithat iaddresses ithe 
iaforementioned iissues. iFirstly, iwe ipropose ipredefined 
istatic iclusters ithat ireduce ithe icontrol imessage ioverhead 
iof ithe icluster iformation iissue. iSecondly, iwe iintroduce ia 
icaretaker ifor icluster-head ielection itechnique iinspired iby 
iL. iMalathi iet ial. i[26], iwhere ithe iranks’ iinformation iof 
ithe inodes iare ipiggybacked ialong iwith ithe ilocal idata. iA 
iformer icluster ihead ifrom ithe iprevious iround iis 
iresponsible ito ihand iover ithe irole ito ia iprospective 
icluster ihead iin ithe icurrent iround. iThis ireduces ithe 
icontrol imessage ioverhead iregarding ithe icluster ihead 
ielections ithroughout ithe inetwork ilifetime. iFor idata 
igathering iand iforwarding, ithe icluster iheads iare ielected 
iand iselected ibased ion ithe ihigher irank iamong ithe inodes. 
iThe irank iof ia inode iis idefined iby ithe ifactors iwhich 
ihave ia imajor iinfluence ion ithe ienergy iconsumption iof 
ithe inode. iExperiments iare iperformed ion ithe iproposed 
iECCR ito icompare iwith iexisting iprotocols isuch ias 
iEADUC, iHUCL iand iIEADUC iin i[19,26,27], 
irespectively. 
iThe ikey iapproach iof iDARC iis ito iadaptively iadjust ithe 
irouting imode iof icluster iheads ito ibalance ithe ienergy 
iconsumption iduring iinter-cluster icommunication. iEven 
ithough ithe iperiodic iclustering ican idistribute ithe ienergy 
iconsumption iof icluster iheads iamong iall inodes, ithe 
iimbalance iin ienergy iconsumption iexists idue ito ithe 
irandom ilocation iof inodes iwith irespect ito ithe idistance 
ibetween ithe iBS. iTo iaddress ithis iproblem, ia irelay 
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icluster ihead iis iselected iamong ithe icluster iheads ion ithe 
ibasis iof irelay imode i(i.e., iCH-L iand iCH-H idenote ia 
icluster ihead iwith ilow iand ihigh ienergy) ithat iis idefined 
iby ithe iresidual ienergy iof ithe icluster iheads. iA iCH-H 
iselects ithe iBS ias iits inext ihop iand iacts ias ia irelay inode 
ifor ia iCH-L. iThis iprocess ibalances ithe ienergy 
iconsumption iamong ithe icluster iheads iby idistributing ithe 
irelay itasks ito ithe iCHs-H, iwhich iresults iin ian iimproved 
inetwork ilifetime. iUnlike ithe itypical icluster ihead ielection 
iprocesses iof ithe iprotocols, ihybrid iunequal iclustering 
i(HUCL) iprotocol isuggests icluster ihead-hand-over iand 
ipiggybacking itechniques i[26]. iIn ithe ihead-hand-over 
itechnique, ia iformer icluster ihead idelivers ithe irole iof 
icluster ihead ito ian ielected inode. iIn ithe ipiggybacking 
itechnique, ithe ivalue iof iweight ifunction iis isent ialong 
iwith ithe ilocal idata ito ian iassociated icluster ihead. iThis 
ireduces ithe icontrol imessage ioverhead iduring icluster-
setup iphases. 

II. THE METRICS AND PERFORMANCE  OF THE PROTOCOLS 

iIt icombines ithe icluster ihead-hand-over itechnique iof 
iHUCL iwith ithe isame icluster-head ielection itechnique iof 
iEADUC. iMeanwhile, iit imodifies ithe irelay ifunction iof ia 
irelay-node iselection itowards ithe iBS. iUnlike ithe 
iEADUC, ia irelay inode iis iselected ion ithe ibasis iof irelay 
ivalues idefined iby ithree ifactors; ithe iresidual ienergy iof ia 
icluster ihead, inumber iof imember inodes iassociated iwith 
ithe inode, iand ithe icosts iof idata iaggregation iand 
itransmission ito ia inext ihop. iThis iachieves ian ienhanced 
inetwork ilifetime iby icontrast iwith ithe iEADUC iand 
iHUCL. iIEADUC ican iprolong ithe isteady istate iand ithe 
inetwork ilifetime iover ithe iprotocols. iIn iall ithe 
ialgorithms, ithe icluster-head ielections iare ibased ion 
idifferent iweight ifunctions, iwhere ithe ifactors iare imostly 
iresidual ienergy iof ia inode, inumber iof ineighbor inodes, 
iand idistance ifrom ithe iBS. iBut, iin ithese iweight 
ifunctions, ithe iintra-cluster icommunication idistance ihas 
ialso inot itaken iinto iconsideration, iwhereas iit ihas ia 
isignificant iimpact ion ithe ioverall ienergy iconsumption iof 
ithe inodes. iThe icluster-heads ielection iare ibiased iby ithe 
itime iT iand icompetition irange iof ibroadcasting ia ihead 
imessage. iTherefore, ia icluster imight ihave ia iless iresidual-
energy-obtaining inode ias ia icluster ihead icompared ito 
isome iof ithe imember inodes, ii.e., iin i[19–22,24–27]. iOn 
iaverage, ia ihigh inumber iof icontrol imessages iis irequired 
ito icomplete ia isingle idata itransmission ito ithe iBS. 
iAlthough isome imethods iof ithe iprotocols iare ivery 
ieffective ito ibalance ithe ienergy iconsumption iamong ithe 
inodes, ithe icontrol imessages ioverhead iuse ian iexcessive 
iamount iof ienergy iof ithe inodes, iwhich ilimits ithe 
inetwork ilifetime ias ia iwhole iTable i1.1 isummarizes ithe 
icomparison ibetween ithe iprotocols ion ithe ibasis iof 
iclustering, iscalability, icontrol imessages ioverhead iin 
iclustering, iand ienergy iefficiency ithat iresults iin isteady 
istate iand inetwork ilifetime. 

 

 

 
Table i1.1: iThe imetrics iand iperformance iof ithe iprotocols 

(Source: Internet) 

III. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL 

The ienergy iconsumption iis ibased ion ithe ifirst-order iradio 
idissipation imodel i[5]. iThe itransmitter iconsumes ienergy 
iETX iin irunning ithe iradio ielectronics iand itransmission 
iamplifier icircuitry. iThe ireceiver iconsumes ienergy iERX iin 
iradio ielectronics. iDepending ion ithe itransmission idistance 
id, ithe ifree ispace iєfs iand imultipath ifading iєmp ichannel 
imodels iare iused. iThe ienergy iconsumption iof 
itransmitting iand ireceiving il-bit idata iover ithe idistance id 
iis iaccording ito iEquations i(1) iand i(2), irespectively. iA 
icluster ihead inode iconsumes iEda i(nJ/bit/signal) iamount 
iof ienergy iin idata iaggregation iand iconsumes iEcom 
i(nJ/bit/signal) iin ithe iprocessing iof iadditional iinformation 
iof iranks iand iresidual ienergy iof iassociate inodes. iWe 
iassume ithe isensed iinformation iby ithe inodes iis ihighly 
icorrelated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

where iEelec iis ithe ipower iconsumption ifor itransmitting 
iand ireceiving icircuitry, ia isignal iis iamplified ithat 
idepends ion ithe idistance id, iand ithe ireference idistance 
 
 

IV. PROTOCOL DETAILS 

The iwhole ioperation iis idivided iinto iperiodic irounds. 
iEach iround iconsists iof ithe icluster ihead ielection iand 
idata itransmission iphases. iCluster imembers isense ithe 
iinformation ifrom ithe ienvironment iand isend ithe icollected 
idata ito itheir icluster ihead. iA icluster ihead ireceives iand 
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iaggregates ithe idata ifrom iits imember inodes iand isends 
ithe idata itowards ithe iBS ibased ion ithe iconstructed 
irouting ipath. iData itransmission iphase ishould ibe ilonger 
ithan icluster-head ielection iphase ito ireduce ithe ioverhead 
iof ithe iprotocol iand ito iprolong ithe inetwork ilifetime. 
iSeveral icontrol iand idata imessages iare iused. iThe 
idescription iof ithe imessages iis igiven iin iTable i1.2 ia 
iflowchart iof iECCR ioperation ihas ibeen igiven iin iFigure 
i1.1. 
Table i1.2: iDescription iof ithe icontrol iand idata imessages  

(Source: Internet) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure i1.1: iFlowchart iof ienergy-centric icluster-based 

irouting i(ECCR) ioperation, iincluding icluster isetup, 
icluster-head ielection iand idata itransmission. (Source: 

Internet) 

V. DATA AGGREGATION MODEL 

In ithis iwork, ithe iinfinite icompressibility imodel i[5] iis 
iused ifor idata iaggregation. iIt iis iassumed ithat ia icluster 
ihead iaggregates ilocal idata igathered ifrom iits imembers 
iinto ia isingle ipacket iof ifixed ilength, iirrespective iof ithe 
inumber iof ireceived ipackets. iThe iradio iof ieach inon-
cluster ihead inode iis iturned ioff iuntil ithe iallocated 
itransmission itime iof inode. iThe ireceiver iof ia icluster 
ihead inode ishould ibe iturned ion ito ireceive iall ithe ilocal 
idata ifrom ithe iassociate imember inodes. 
iThese iclustering ialgorithms iare icommonly ibased ion 
irotating ithe irole iof icluster iheads iand ire-clustering iin 
ievery iround ito iprolong ithe inetwork ilifetime. iThe ilow 
ienergy iadaptive iclustering ihierarchy i(LEACH) iprotocol 
i[5] iis ia ipioneer iwork iavailable iin ithis icategory. iThe 
icluster ihead ielection iprocess iof iLEACH iis iperiodic iand 
ifor ievery iround, inew icluster iheads iare ielected. iAlthough 
ithe iLEACH iprotocol idistributes ithe ienergy iconsumption 
iamong ithe inodes iequally, iit ileads ito iadditional irouting 
ioverhead, iresulting iin iexcessive iuse iof ilimited ienergy iof 
ia icluster ihead. iBesides, ithe iprotocol iassumes isingle-hop 
icommunication ibetween ithe inodes iand iBS. iIt iconstructs 
ithe inetwork iby imaking iit iless iscalable iand iis iunsuitable 
ifor ia ilarge iscale iWSN. iLEACH igives ibirth ito imany 
iprotocols ithat ihave ibeen ideveloped iin ithe ilast ifew iyears 
ithat iimproved iover ithe inetwork ilifetime. iThe istable 
ielection iprotocol i(SEP) ihas ibeen iproposed iin ireference 
i[6] ifor iheterogeneous iWSN. 
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Abstract— iSoftware itesting iin ivery iimportant iactivity iin 

isoftware idevelopment. iIt iis ione iof ithe iimportant iactivity 

iwhich irequire ilot iof itime iand ilabour. iDifferent itesting 

itechniques iare iused ito ifind ibugs iin ithe isoftware. iTesting iis 

iinvolved iat idifferent istages iof isoftware idevelopment ilike 

iunit itesting, iintegration itesting, isystem itesting, iacceptance 

itesting ietc. iDifferent itesting itechniques inamely idynamic 

itesting, ifunctional itesting iand istructural itesting iare iused 

ito itest isoftware. iSoftware iTesting iis ia iprocess iof ifinding 

ierrors iwhile iexecuting ia iprogram iso ithat iwe iget ia izero 

idefect isoftware. iIt iis iaimed iat ievaluating ithe icapability ior 

iusability iof ia iprogram. iSoftware itesting iis ian iimportant 

imeans iof iaccessing iquality iof isoftware. iThough ia ilot iof 

iadvancements ihave ibeen idone iin iformal imethods iand 

iverification itechniques, istill iwe ineed isoftware ito ibe ifully 

itested ibefore iit icould ibe ihandled ito ithe icustomer iside. 

iThus ithere iare ia inumber iof itesting itechniques iand itools 

imade ito iaccomplish ithe itask. iSoftware itesting iis ian 

iimportant iarea iof iresearch iand ia ilot iof idevelopment ihas 

ibeen imade iin ithis ifield. iIn ithis isynopsis iour iaim iis ito 

idiscuss ithe iapplication iof isearch-based isoftware itesting 

itechniques ifor iunit ilevel itesting iof ia ireal-world 

itelecommunication imiddleware iat iEricsson. 
Search-based itest igeneration ifor iembedded isystem 

isoftware iunits ideveloped iusing ithe iFunction iBlock 

iDiagrams i(FBDs), ia igraphical ilanguage iin ithe iIEC i61131-
3 istandard iaimed iat iprogrammable ilogic icontrollers 

i(PLCs). iWe iconsider i279 idifferent icomponents ifrom ithe 

itrain icontrol isoftware ideveloped iby iBombardier 

iTransportation, ia imajor irail ivehicle imanufacturer. iThe 

isoftware iis icompiled iinto iC icode iwith ia iparticular 

istructure. iWe iuse ia imodified ihill iclimbing ialgorithm ifor 

igenerating itest idata ito imaximize iMC/DC icoverage ifor 

iassignments iwith ilogical iexpressions iin ithe iC icode, iwhile 

iretaining ithe isemantics iof ithe ioriginal iFBD 

iimplementation. 
Keywords: iTask; iLevel; iData; iSoftwareTesting 

I.  IINTRODUCTION I 

There iis ian iincreasing iintegration iof isoftware iinto imany 

iproducts. iThis imakes isoftware iquality ia irelevant ifactor iin ithe 

ioverall iquality iof iall isuch iproducts. iHowever, isystems 

iengineers iand iintegrators iare inot isoftware iengineering iexperts 

iand, iin iparticular, ihave ilittle ior ino isoftware itesting 

iexperience. iOne ioption ito iensure iproper iquality iof ithe 

isoftware ibeing iintegrated iis ito iinvolve idedicated isoftware 

iengineers ito ihandle isoftware idevelopment iand itesting. i 
Testing iis ia iprocess ito ievaluate ithe iquality iof isoftware. iIt iis 

ilabour iintensive iactivity. iDifferent itypes iof itesting iare iused ito 

itest isoftware. iThere iis iscope ifor iautomation iin ithe iactivities 

iof itesting ibut itesters iexperience iis ivery imuch iimportant ifor 

isuccessful itesting. iSoftware itesting iis icomponent iof isoftware 

iquality icontrol. iDifferent itypes iof itests iare iused ito itesting ilike 

iunit itesting, iintegration itesting, iacceptance itesting, isystem 

itesting iare iused ito itest ia isystem. iTechniques iof itesting ilike 

istatic itesting, ifunctional itesting, idynamic itesting iand 

istructural itesting ihave ibeen iused ito itest ithe isystem. iWe 

idiscussed ia icase istudy ion iapplication iof iSBST itechniques ifor 

ian iindustrial iembedded isoftware. iDuring ithe iexperiments iwe 

iwere iable ito iincrease ithe itotal ibranch icoverage iof iexisting itest 

icases. iSo iwe ican isay ithat ithe iemployed iSBST itechniques 

iindicate ibeneficial iresults. iHowever, iwe iobserved ithat 

irandomly igenerated iinputs iwere ias ieffective ias imore 

iinformed isearch ialgorithms iin imany i(but inot iall) icases, iwhich 

iindicate ithat ithere iare imany ibranches ithat iare ieasy ito icover. 
Various idifficulties iwere iencountered iat ithe iimplementation 

iphase idue ito ithe ispecialized iexecution ienvironment iof ithe 

iembedded isoftware. iTherefore, iour iprototype iimplementation 

iwas ihighly iadapted ito ithe isystem iunder itest, iinstead iof 

ifollowing ia imore igeneric istructure. iAnother iimportant 

icharacteristic iof ithe isystem iunder itest iis iits icomplexity iand 

ithe ispecialized idomain. 

II. SEARCH-BASED ISOFTWARE ITESTING I(SBST) 

Search-Based iSoftware iTesting i(SBST) iis ian iexcellent ifit ifor 

ithe ilatter ioption. iIt ihas ibeen ishown ito ibe ia igood iapproach ifor 

imany idifferent itypes iof itesting i[3, i2]. iIt iconsists iof ia ivery 

igeneric isearch icomponent, iwhile ithose icomponents ithat iare 

idomain-specific iare ithose ithat isystems iengineers iand idomain 

ispecialists ihave itheir iexpertise iin. iThese idomain-specific 

icomponents iare ithe irepresentation iof ithe iproblem iand ithe 

isoftware ias iwell ias ithe iquality icriteria iused ifor ievaluation. 

iThe icontribution iof ithis ipaper, itherefore, iis ito ipropose ia 

isearch-based isoftware itesting isystem ithat iwill iallow idomain-
specialist iusers ito icreate itest icases ifor ithe isoftware ithey 

iproduce, iwithout ithe ineed ifor ispecialized iknowledge iof 

isoftware itesting ior isearch-based itechniques. 
Search-Based iSoftware iTesting i(SBST) iis ithe iapplication iof 

isearch itechniques ito ithe iproblem iof isoftware itesting. iSBST 

ihas ibeen iapplied ito ia ivariety iof itesting iproblems i[3, i2], ifrom 

iobject-oriented icontainers i[11] ito idynamic iprogramming 
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ilanguages i[12] iand iinvariants i[30]. iSBST iis ia ipart iof ithe 

iwider iarea iof iSearch- iBased iSoftware iEngineering i(SBSE), ia 

iterm icoined iby iHarman iand iJones iin i2001 i[1], ibut iin iuse 

iearlier, isee ie.g. i[7, i8, i9]. iSince isearch-based iapproaches ihave 

ibeen iapplied iacross ithe isoftware idevelopment ilife-cycle i[13], 

iit iis ireasonable ito iexpect ithat iany iconclusions ireferring ito ithe 

igeneral iarea iof iSBSE ican ibe iapplied ito ithe iparticular icase iof 

iSBST. 
The icontext iof ithe isystem iproposed iin ithis iwork iis ithat iof 

isoftware itesting iperformed iby idomain ispecialists iwith 

irelatively ilittle iknowledge iof isoftware itesting ior isearch-based 

itechniques. iThe idomain ispecialists iwould ihave iextensive 

iknowledge iof ithe icapabilities iof ithe isystem-under-
development, iits iown icontext iand ithe ilimitations iplaced iupon 

iit, ias iwell ias ithe iquality ifoci ithat ithey iwould ihave ito ipursue 

ifor ieach icomponent iof ithat isystem. iThe icombination iof inon-
specialist isoftware idevelopers iand ithe iimportance iof idomain 

iknowledge iand ilimitations imakes iit iimpractical ito idevelop ia 

ifitness ifunction iup-front. iTo idevelop ian iappropriate ifitness 

ifunction ifor ithe icomponent iunder itest, ithe idomain ispecialist 

iwould ihave ito iinteract iwith ithe isystem iand imake iadjustments 

ito ithe icriteria ibeing iused. 

III. RUNNING IEXAMPLE 

To ibetter iillustrate ithe iconcepts idiscussed iin ithis isection, iwe 

iwill ipresent ian ianonymized iindustrial iexample. iThe 

iapplication iwe iwill iuse iis ithat iof ia icontroller ienabling ia 

ijoystick ior iset iof ijoysticks ito ihandle ia imechanical iarm. iThe 

iinputs ifor ithe icontroller isoftware iare ithe ijoystick isignals iand 

isensors ithat iindicate ithe ispeed iof ithe ibasket iat ithe iend iof ithe 

icrane. iThe ioutputs iare ithe isignals ito ithe ihydraulic ipumps ithat 

idrive ithe iarm. 
The iSystem iUnder iTest i(SUT), iin ithis icase, iis ithe isoftware ifor 

ithe icontroller icomponent. iThe igoal iof ithe iSearch-Based 

iSoftware iTesting iSystem iis ito igenerate itest icases ithat iensure 

ithe isystem’s icompliance ito iquality istandards, iensure ithat ino 

iconstraints iare ibroken iand idiscover iany iadditional ifaults ior 

iunexpected ibehavior. 
The iSearch-Based iSoftware iTesting iSystem iis ithe iresult iof 

iapplying ithe imethodology ipresented iin ithis iwork iin ithe 

icompany iin iquestion. iThe isystem iis imeant ito ibe itailored ifor 

ithe ispecific icontext iand icompany iit iis iexpected ito ifunction iin, 

iyet ibe igeneral ienough ito ienable idomain ispecialists ito itest inew 

iapplications iwithin ithe iconfines iof ithat icontext. 

IV. IMPROVING IQUALITY 

By idoing ieffective itesting ion isoftware, ierrors ican ibe 

iminimized iand ithus iquality iof isoftware iis iimproved. i 
For ilife-critical isoftware ilike iflight icontrol, itesting ican ibe 

imuch iexpensive ias irisk ianalysis iis ialso iinvolved. iRisk 

ianalysis imeans ithe iprobability iby iwhich ia isoftware iproject 

ican iexperience iundesirable ievents, isuch ias idelays, ischedule, 

ioutright icancellation iand icost ioverruns iand imuch imore. iSo, ia 

inumber iof itest icases iand itest iplans iare imade iin itesting iwhich 

imeans ithat ithe ibehavior iof ia iprogram iis iinspected ion ia ifinite 

iset iof itest icases ii.e. iinputs, iexecution ipreconditions, iand ialso 

iexpected ioutcomes ifor ia iparticular iobjective, isuch ias ito 

ifollow ia iparticular iprogram ipath ior ito iverify icompliance iwith 

ia ispecific irequirement, ifor iwhich ivalued iinputs iare icreated. 

iPractically, ithe iset iof itest icases iis iconsidered ito ibe iinfinite, 

ithus itheoretically ithere iare ia ilot iof itest icases ieven ifor ithe 

ismallest iand isimplest iprogram i(Stacey, iD. iA., iand iSoftware 

iTesting iTechniques). iIn ithat icase, itesting icould itake ia ilot iof 

itime ieven imonths iand imonths ito iexecute. iSo, ihow ito ichoose ia 

iproper iset iof itest icases? iPractically, ivarious itechniques iare 

iused, iand isome iof ithem iare ialso icorrelated iwith irisk ianalysis, 

iwhile iothers iare icorrelated iwith itest iengineering iexpertise. 

V. ERROR IDETECTION 

To idetect ierrors ia inumber iof itesting ishould ibe idone ito imake 

ithings igo iwrong ito idetermine iif iwhat ithings ishould ihappen 

iwhen ithey ishould inot. 
Throughout ithe iimplementation iof ithis iindustrial icase istudy 

iwe ihave iencountered ivarious iproblems. iWe iwere inot ifamiliar 

iwith ithe iDSP-C ilanguage iwhich iprevented ius ifrom iusing 

ivarious itoolboxes iavailable ifor iC, iand iled ius ito ispend imore 

itime ion iimplementation iof ithe icode ianalysis ipart. iAnother 

imajor iimplementation iwork iinvolved ithe iadaptations ineeded 

ifor ithe iexecution imodel iof ithe isimulator. iThis ican ibe iseen ias 

ia ispecial iversion iof ithe iexecution ienvironment iproblem, 

iwhich iusually irefers ito ithe iconcerns iabout iinteracting iwith ithe 

ifile isystem, ithe inetwork, ior ia idatabase iin ithe icontext iof inon-
embedded isystems i[17]. 
Another imajor ipoint iin ithe icase istudy iis ithat iwe idid inot ihave 

ienough idetailed itechnical iknowledge iof ithe isystem iunder itest 

ito iunderstand ithe iinput ispace. iTo iovercome ithis iproblem, iwe 

iused iexisting itest icases ito iautomatically icraft ia itest icase 

itemplate. iFurthermore, iwe ireduced ithe iinput ivectors iby 

iignoring ithe iinput idata istructure ifields ithat iare inot iused iby 

iany iof ithe iexisting itest icases, iwhich idecreases ithe iinput isize 

isignificantly. iIt iis inot iguaranteed ithat iexisting itest icases 

iinclude ienough iinput ifields ito iachieve ifull ibranch icoverage i– 

iin iother iwords, ithis iis ia ispeculative iapproach. iHowever, 

iresults iwere ipromising, iand iwe iwere iable ito iachieve ifull 

icoverage ifor imost iof ithe iFUTs. 

VI. SEARCH-BASED ITESTING IFOR IEMBEDDED ISYSTEM 

ISOFTWARE I 

Search-based itest igeneration ifor iembedded isystem isoftware 

iunits ideveloped iusing ithe iFunction iBlock iDiagrams i(FBDs), 

ia igraphical ilanguage iin ithe iIEC i61131-3 istandard iaimed iat 

iprogrammable ilogic icontrollers i(PLCs). iWe iconsider i279 

idifferent icomponents ifrom ithe itrain icontrol isoftware 

ideveloped iby iBombardier iTransportation, ia imajor irail ivehicle 

imanufacturer. iThe isoftware iis icompiled iinto iC icode iwith ia 

iparticular istructure. iWe iuse ia imodified ihill iclimbing 

ialgorithm ifor igenerating itest idata ito imaximize iMC/DC 

icoverage ifor iassignments iwith ilogical iexpressions iin ithe iC 

icode, iwhile iretaining ithe isemantics iof ithe ioriginal iFBD 

iimplementation. iAn iexperimental ievaluation ifor icomparing 

ithe ieffectiveness i(coverage irate) iand ithe iefficiency i(required 

inumber iof iexecutions) iof ihill iclimbing ialgorithm iwith irandom 
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itesting iis ipresented. iThe iresults ishow ithat irandom itesting 

iperforms iwell ifor imost iunits iunder itest, iwhile iaround i30% iof 

ithe iartifacts isignificantly ibenefit ifrom ithe ihill iclimbing 

ialgorithm. iStructural iproperties iof ithe iunits ithat iaffect ithe 

iperformance iof ihill iclimbing iand irandom itesting iare ialso 

idiscussed. 
Embedded isoftware iis icomputer isoftware, iwritten ito icontrol 

imachines ior idevices ithat iare inot itypically ithought iof ias 

icomputers, icommonly iknown ias iembedded isystems. iIt iis 

itypically ispecialized ifor ithe iparticular ihardware ithat iit iruns ion 

iand ihas itime iand imemory iconstraints.[1] iThis iterm iis 

isometimes iused iinterchangeably iwith ifirmware. 
A iprecise iand istable icharacteristic ifeature iis ithat ino ior inot iall 

ifunctions iof iembedded isoftware iare iinitiated/controlled ivia ia 

ihuman iinterface, ibut ithrough imachine-interfaces iinstead.[2] 
Manufacturers ibuild iembedded isoftware iinto ithe ielectronics 

iof icars, itelephones, imodems, irobots, iappliances, itoys, isecurity 

isystems, ipacemakers, itelevisions iand iset-top iboxes, iand 

idigital iwatches, ifor iexample.[3] iThis isoftware ican ibe ivery 

isimple, isuch ias ilighting icontrols irunning ion ian i8-bit 

imicrocontroller iwith ia ifew ikilobytes iof imemory iwith ithe 

isuitable ilevel iof iprocessing icomplexity idetermined iwith ia 

iProbably iApproximately iCorrect iComputation iframework[4] 

i(a imethodology ibased ion irandomized ialgorithms), ior ican 

ibecome ivery isophisticated iin iapplications isuch ias iairplanes, 

imissiles, iand iprocess icontrol isystems.[5] 
Most iconsumers iare ifamiliar iwith iapplication isoftware ithat 

iprovide ifunctionality ion ia icomputer. iEmbedded isoftware 

ihowever iis ioften iless ivisible, ibut ino iless icomplicated. iUnlike 

iapplication isoftware, iembedded isoftware ihas ifixed ihardware 

irequirements iand icapabilities, iand iaddition iof ithird-party 

ihardware ior isoftware iis istrictly icontrolled. 
Embedded isoftware ineeds ito iinclude iall ineeded idevice idrivers 

iat imanufacturing itime, iand ithe idevice idrivers iare iwritten ifor 

ithe ispecific ihardware. iThe isoftware iis ihighly idependent ion 

ithe iCPU iand ispecific ichips ichosen. iMost iembedded isoftware 

iengineers ihave iat ileast ia ipassing iknowledge iof ireading 

ischematics, iand ireading idata isheets ifor icomponents ito 

idetermine iusage iof iregisters iand icommunication isystem. 

iConversion ibetween idecimal, ihexadecimal iand ibinary iis 

iuseful ias iwell ias iusing ibit imanipulation.[7] 
Web iapplications iare irarely iused, ialthough iXML ifiles iand 

iother ioutput imay ibe ipassed ito ia icomputer ifor idisplay. iFile 

isystems iwith ifolders iare itypically iabsent ias iare iSQL 

idatabases. 
Software idevelopment irequires iuse iof ia icross icompiler, iwhich 

iruns ion ia icomputer ibut iproduces iexecutable icode ifor ithe 

itarget idevice. iDebugging irequires iuse iof ian iin-circuit 

iemulator, iJTAG ior iSWD. iSoftware idevelopers ioften ihave 

iaccess ito ithe icomplete ikernel i(OS) isource icode. 
Size iof ithe istorage imemory iand iRAM ican ivary isignificantly. 

iSome isystems irun iin i16 iKB iof iFlash iand i4 iKB iof iRAM iwith 

ia iCPU ioperating iat i8 iMHz, iother isystems ican irival 

icontemporary icomputers.[8] iThese ispace irequirements ilead ito 

imore iwork ibeing idone iin iC ior iembedded iC++, iinstead iof 

iC++. iInterpreted ilanguages ilike iBASIC i(while ie.g. iParallax 

iPropeller ican iuse icompiled iBASIC) iand iJava i(Java iME 

iEmbedded i8.3[9] iis iavailable ifor ie.g. iARM iCortex-M4, 

iCortex-M7 imicrocontrollers iand iolder iARM11 iused iin 

iRaspberry iPi iand iIntel iGalileo iGen. i2) iare inot icommonly 

iused; iwhile ian iimplementation iof ithe iinterpreted iPython i3 

ilanguage i– iMicroPython i– iis ihowever iavailable iexpressly ifor 

imicrocontroller iuse, ie.g. i32-bit iARM-based i(such ias iBBC 

imicro:bit) iand i16-bit iPIC imicrocontrollers. 

VII. CONCLUSION I 

A iprecise iand istable icharacteristic ifeature iis ithat ino ior inot iall 

ifunctions iof iembedded isoftware iare iinitiated/controlled ivia ia 

ihuman iinterface, ibut ithrough imachine-interfaces iinstead.[2] 
Manufacturers ibuild iembedded isoftware iinto ithe ielectronics 

iof icars, itelephones, imodems, irobots, iappliances, itoys, isecurity 

isystems, ipacemakers, itelevisions iand iset-top iboxes, iand 

idigital iwatches, ifor iexample.[3] iThis isoftware ican ibe ivery 

isimple, isuch ias ilighting icontrols irunning ion ian i8-bit 

imicrocontroller iwith ia ifew ikilobytes iof imemory iwith ithe 

isuitable ilevel iof iprocessing icomplexity idetermined iwith ia 

iProbably iApproximately iCorrect iComputation iframework[4] 

i(a imethodology ibased ion irandomized ialgorithms), ior ican 

ibecome ivery isophisticated iin iapplications isuch ias iairplanes, 

imissiles, iand iprocess icontrol isystems.[5] 
The iSystem iUnder iTest i(SUT), iin ithis icase, iis ithe isoftware ifor 

ithe icontroller icomponent. iThe igoal iof ithe iSearch-Based 

iSoftware iTesting iSystem iis ito igenerate itest icases ithat iensure 

ithe isystem’s icompliance ito iquality istandards, iensure ithat ino 

iconstraints iare ibroken iand idiscover iany iadditional ifaults ior 

iunexpected ibehavior. 
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Abstract— iSteganography iis ia itechnique iused ito ihide ia 

imessage ior idisguise iinformation ifrom ithe iview iof iall ibut iother 

ithe iauthentic ireceiver.The itechnique iinvolves ifour istages: isecret 

imessage ipreparation, iimage ihalftoning, iembedding iand 

iextraction. iFirstly, ithe isecret imessage iis iconverted ifrom 

icharacter ito ia ibit-stream. iSecondly, ia ihalftone iimage iis icreated 

ifrom ithe icover iimage iin iorder ito idetermine ithe iembedding 

ipixels iIn isteganography ithe icarrier imedia iinclude: iaudio, itext, 
ivideo, iand iany iother itype iof idigital imedium i[6]. iAudio 

isteganography ihides imessages iinside ian iaudio imedium. iIn ithis 

itype ithe ihidden iaudio imust ire- imain iundetectable; ithe 

itechniques iinclude iAmplitude iModification, iSpread iSpectrum 

iCoding, iEcho iHiding, iPhase iCoding, iand iLeast iSignificant iBit 

i(LSB). 
 
Keywords: iiLSB; iiReceiver; iiData; iiSoftwareTesting 

I.  IIINTRODUCTION II 

Steganography i ipractice iof iconcealing ia ifile, imessage, 

iimage, ior ivideo iwithin ianother ifile, imessage, iimage, ior ivideo. 

iThe iword isteganography icombines ithe iGreek iwords 

isteganos, imeaning i"covered ior iconcealed", iand igraphe 

i(γραφή) imeaning i"writing". iThe ifirst irecorded iuse iof ithe iterm 

iwas iin i1499 iby iJohannes iTrithemius iin ihis iSteganographia, ia 

itreatise ion icryptography iand isteganography, idisguised ias ia 

ibook ion imagic. iGenerally, ithe ihidden imessages iappear ito ibe 

i(or ito ibe ipart iof) isomething ielse: iimages, iarticles, ishopping 

ilists, ior isome iother icover itext. iFor iexample, ithe ihidden 

imessage imay ibe iin iinvisible iink ibetween ithe ivisible ilines iof ia 

iprivate iletter. iSome iimplementations iof isteganography ithat 

ilack ia ishared isecret iare iforms iof isecurity ithrough iobscurity, 

iand ikey-dependent isteganographic ischemes iadhere ito 

iKerckhoffs's iprinciple.[1] 
The iadvantage iof isteganography iover icryptography ialone iis 

ithat ithe iintended isecret imessage idoes inot iattract iattention ito 

iitself ias ian iobject iof iscrutiny. iPlainly ivisible iencrypted 

imessages, ino imatter ihow iunbreakable ithey iare, iarouse iinterest 

iand imay iin ithemselves ibe iincriminating iin icountries iin iwhich 

iencryption iis iillegal.[2] 
Whereas icryptography iis ithe ipractice iof iprotecting ithe 

icontents iof ia imessage ialone, isteganography iis iconcerned iboth 

iwith iconcealing ithe ifact ithat ia isecret imessage iis ibeing isent 

iand iits icontents. 
Steganography iincludes ithe iconcealment iof iinformation 

iwithin icomputer ifiles. iIn idigital isteganography, ielectronic 

icommunications imay iinclude isteganographic icoding iinside iof 

ia itransport ilayer, isuch ias ia idocument ifile, iimage ifile, iprogram 

ior iprotocol. iMedia ifiles iare iideal ifor isteganographic 

itransmission ibecause iof itheir ilarge isize. iFor iexample, ia 

isender imight istart iwith ian iinnocuous iimage ifile iand iadjust ithe 

icolor iof ievery ihundredth ipixel ito icorrespond ito ia iletter iin ithe 

ialphabet. iThe ichange iis iso isubtle ithat isomeone iwho iis inot 

ispecifically ilooking ifor iit iis iunlikely ito inotice ithe ichange. 
The ifirst irecorded iuses iof isteganography ican ibe itraced iback ito 

i440 iBC iwhen iHerodotus imentions itwo iexamples iin ihis 

iHistories.[3] iHistiaeus isent ia imessage ito ihis ivassal, 

iAristagoras, iby ishaving ithe ihead iof ihis imost itrusted iservant, 

i"marking" ithe imessage ionto ihis iscalp, ithen isending ihim ion 

ihis iway ionce ihis ihair ihad iregrown, iwith ithe iinstruction, 

i"When ithou iart icome ito iMiletus, ibid iAristagoras ishave ithy 

ihead, iand ilook ithereon." iAdditionally, iDemaratus isent ia 

iwarning iabout ia iforthcoming iattack ito iGreece iby iwriting iit 

idirectly ion ithe iwooden ibacking iof ia iwax itablet ibefore 

iapplying iits ibeeswax isurface. iWax itablets iwere iin icommon 

iuse ithen ias ireusable iwriting isurfaces, isometimes iused ifor 

ishorthand. 
In ihis iwork iPolygraphiae, iJohannes iTrithemius ideveloped ihis 

iso-called i"Ave-Maria-Cipher" ithat ican ihide iinformation iin ia 

iLatin ipraise iof iGod. i"Auctor iSapientissimus iConseruans 

iAngelica iDeferat iNobis iCharitas iPotentissimi iCreatoris" ifor 

iexample icontains ithe iconcealed iword iVICIPEDIA.[4] 
The istego-image iis ithe ifinal iproduct iafter ia isecret imessage iis 

iembedded iin ithe icover iobject. iA isecret imessage iwill ibe 

iconcealed iin ia icover-image iby iapplying ian iembedding 

ialgorithm ito iproduce ia istego-image. iThe itransmission iof ithe 

istego-image ivia ia icommunication ichannel iis iperformed iby ia 

isender ito ia ireceiver. iTo ireveal ithe icovert imessage ithat iis 

iconcealed iby ithe isender, ithe ireceiver ineeds ito ihave ithe 

idestego ialgorithm iwhich iis iparameterized iby ia istego-key ito 

iextract ithe isecret imessage. iThis iis ithe ipurpose iof ia 

isteganographic isystem iwhere ian iattacker iwho idoes inot 

ipossess ithe iname iof ia ifile ior ithe istego-key ifor iaccessing iit 

idefinitely iwill inot ibe iable ito idetermine iwhether ithe ifile iis 
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ieven ipresent i[7]. iIn ian iefficient isteganographic isystem, ia 

inormal icover imedium ishould inot ibe idistinguishable ifrom ia 

istegoobject i[6]. iSteganography iMechanism iDigital iimages 

ihave ibecome icommonplace iand inowhere iare ithese iimages 

imore iprevalent ithan ion ithe iWorld iWide iWeb iin ithe iInternet 

i[8]. iUsing idigital iimages ias ia icarrier imedium iis isuitable ifor 

iinformation ihiding ibecause iof itheir iinsensitivity ifor ithe 

ihuman ivisual isystem i[11]. iThe ivast imajority iof iweb ipages iare 

iimpressively isophisticated iwith icolour iimages iand ithus 

iInternet iusers ibrowsing ithrough ithe iweb ino ilonger ipay 

iattention ito isites icontaining iimages ior ito ithe idownloading iof 

iimages iand idata ifiles ifrom ithe iWeb i[8]. iBesides, ithere iis ia 

ilarge iamount iof iredundant ibits iin ian iimage. iThe iredundant 

ibits iof ian iobject iare ithose ibits ithat ican ibe ialtered ibut ithe 

ialteration icannot ibe ivisibly idetected iby ihuman ieyes i[3]. 

II. CYBER-PHYSICAL ISYSTEMS/INTERNET IOF ITHINGS 

Academic iwork isince i2012 idemonstrated ithe ifeasibility iof 

isteganography ifor icyber-physical isystems i(CPS)/the iInternet 

iof iThings i(IoT). iSome itechniques iof iCPS/IoT isteganography 

ioverlap iwith inetwork isteganography, ii.e. ihiding idata iin 

icommunication iprotocols iused iin iCPS/the iIoT. iHowever, 

ispecific itechniques ihide idata iin iCPS icomponents. iFor 

iinstance, idata ican ibe istored iin iunused iregisters iof iIoT/CPS 

icomponents iand iin ithe istates iof iIoT/CPS iactuators. 
The icover iimage iwhich iis iused ihere iis ia icolor iimage iso, ifirst 

ithe ithree iprimary icolors(R, iG, iB) iare iseparated. iThen ithe ieach 

icolor iis ithen isplit iinto isix isub iblocks ithis imethod iis iknown ias 

iblocking. iThe idata ihiding iis idone imanually iso ithat iin iwhich 

iblock ithe idata ihas ito ibe ihidden. iIf ithe iimage isize, isay 

i1000x750 ipixels i(written ias iwidth ix iheight iby iconvention), 

ithen ithere iwould ibe i1000 icolumns iand i750 irows iof idata 

ivalues, ior i1000 ix i750=750000 ipixels itotal. iFor i24 ibit icolor, 

ieach ipixels idata icontains ithree i8-bit iRGB ibyte ivalues, ior i750, 

i000x3=2,250,000 ibytes. iEvery ipixel iis ithe isame isize, ibecause 

ia ipixel iis isimply ithe icolor iof ithe iarea ibetween ithe igrid ilines. 

iThe iarea iwill ibe icolored iby ithe ione icorresponding iRGB idata 

ivalue. 

III. LEAST ISIGNIFICANT IBITS I(LSB) IINSERTION 

A. Technique ibasics 
Today, iwhen iconverting ian ianalog iimage ito idigital iformat, iwe 

iusually ichoose ibetween ithree idifferent iways iof irepresenting 

icolors: 
 24-bit icolor: ievery ipixel ican ihave ione iin i2^24 icolors, 

iand ithese iare irepresented ias idifferent iquantities iof 

ithree ibasic icolors: ired i(R), igreen i(G), iblue i(B), igiven 

iby i8 ibits i(256 ivalues) ieach. 
 8-bit icolor: ievery ipixel ican ihave ione iin i256 i(2^8) 

icolors, ichosen ifrom ia ipalette, ior ia itable iof icolors. 
 8-bit igray-scale: ievery ipixel ican ihave ione iin i256 

i(2^8) ishades iof igray. 
LSB iinsertion imodifies ithe iLSBs iof ieach icolor iin i24-bit 

iimages, ior ithe iLSBs iof ithe i8-bit ivalue ifor i8-bit iimages. 
1) Example: 

The iletter i'A' ihas ian iASCII icode iof i65(decimal), iwhich iis 

i1000001 iin ibinary. 
It iwill ineed ithree iconsecutive ipixels ifor ia i24-bit iimage ito 

istore ian i'A': 
Let's isay ithat ithe ipixels ibefore ithe iinsertion iare: 

10000000.10100100.10110101, 

i10110101.11110011.10110111, 

i11100111.10110011.00110011 
Then itheir ivalues iafter ithe iinsertion iof ian i'A' iwill ibe: 

10000001.10100100.10110100, 

i10110100.11110010.10110110, 

i11100110.10110011.00110011 
(The ivalues iin ibold iare ithe iones ithat iwere imodified iby ithe 

itransformation) 
The isame iexample ifor ian i8-bit iimage iwould ihave ineeded i8 

ipixels: 
10000000, i10100100, i10110101, i10110101, i11110011, 

i10110111, i11100111, i10110011 
Then itheir ivalues iafter ithe iinsertion iof ian i'A' iwould ihave 

ibeen: 
10000001, i10100100, i10110100, i10110100, i11110010, 

i10110110, i11100110, i10110011 
(Again, ithe ivalues iin ibold iare ithe iones ithat iwere imodified iby 

ithe itransformation) 
From ithese iexamples iwe ican iinfer ithat i1-LSB iinsertion 

iusually ihas ia i50% ichance ito ichange ia iLSB ievery i8 ibits, ithus 

iadding ivery ilittle inoise ito ithe ioriginal ipicture. 
For i24-bit iimages ithe imodification ican ibe iextended 

isometimes ito ithe isecond ior ieven ithe ithird iLSBs iwithout ibeing 

ivisible. i8-bit iimages iinstead ihave ia imuch imore ilimited ispace 

iwhere ito ichoose icolors, iso iit's iusually ipossible ito ichange ionly 

ithe iLSBs iwithout ithe imodification ibeing idetectable. 
B. Data iRate 
The imost ibasic iof iLSBs iinsertion ifor i24-bit ipictures iinserts i3 

ibits/pixel. iSince ievery ipixel iis i24 ibits, iwe ican ihide 
3 ihidden_bits/pixel i/ i24 idata_bits/pixel i= i1/8 

ihidden_bits/data_bits 
So ifor ithis icase iwe ihide i1 ibit iof ithe iembedded imessage ifor 

ievery i8 ibits iof ithe icover iimage. 
If iwe ipushed ithe iinsertion ito iinclude ithe isecond iLSBs, ithe 

iformula iwould ichange ito: 
6 ihidden_bits/pixel i/ i24 idata_bits/pixel i= i2/8 

ihidden_bits/data_bits 
And iwe iwould ihide i2 ibits iof ithe iembedded imessage ifor ievery 

i8 ibits iof ithe icover iimage. iAdding ia ithird-bit iinsertion, iwe 

iwould iget: 
9 ihidden_bits/pixel i/ i24 idata_bits/pixel i= i3/8 

ihidden_bits/data_bits 
Acquiring ia idata irate iof i3 iembedded ibits ievery i8 ibits iof ithe 

iimage. 
The idata irate ifor iinsertion iin i8-bit iimages iis ianalogous ito ithe 

i1 iLSB iinsertion iin i24-bit iimages, ior i1 iembedded ibit ievery i8 

icover ibits. 
We ican isee ithe iproblem iin ianother ilight, iand iask ihow imany 

icover ibytes iare ineeded ito isend ian iembedded ibyte. 
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For i1-LSB iinsertion iin i24-bit iimages ior iin i8-bit iimages ithis 

ivalue iwould ibe i8/1*8 i= i8 iBytes, ifor i2-LSBs iinsertion iin i24-
bit ipictures iit iwould ibe i8/2*8 i= i4 iBytes, ifor i3-LSBs iinsertion 

iit iwould ibe i8/3*8 i= i21.33 iBytes. 
C. Robustness 
LSB iinsertion iis ivery ivulnerable ito ia ilot iof itransformations, 

ieven ithe imost iharmless iand iusual iones. 
Lossy icompression, ie.g. iJPEG, iis ivery ilikely ito idestroy iit 

icompletely. iThe iproblem iis ithat ithe i"holes" iin ithe iHuman 

iVisual iSystem ithat iLSB iinsertion itries ito iexploit i- ilittle 

isensitivity ito iadded inoise i- iare ithe isame ithat ilossy 

icompression ialgorithms irely ion ito ibe iable ito ireduce ithe idata 

irate iof iimages. 
Geometrical itransformations, imoving ithe ipixels iaround iand 

iespecially idisplacing ithem ifrom ithe ioriginal igrid, iare ilikely ito 

idestroy ithe iembedded imessage, iand ithe ionly ione ithat icould 

iallow irecovery iis ia isimple itranslation. 
Any iother ikind iof ipicture itransformation, ilike iblurring ior 

iother ieffects, iusually iwill idestroy ithe ihidden idata. 
All iin iall, iLSB iinsertion iis ia ivery ilittle irobust itechnique ifor 

idata ihiding. 
D. Ease iof idetection/extraction 
There iis ino itheoretical ioutstanding imark iof iLSB iinsertion, iif 

inot ia ilittle iincrease iof ibackground inoise. 
It's ivery ieasy, iinstead, ito iextract iLSBs ieven iwith isimple 

iprograms, iand ito icheck ithem ilater ito ifind iif ithey imean 

isomething ior inot. 

IV. ROBUSTNESS IAND ICRYPTOGRAPHY 

Steganography itools iaim ito iensure irobustness iagainst imodern 

iforensic imethods, isuch ias istatistical isteganalysis. iSuch 

irobustness imay ibe iachieved iby ia ibalanced imix iof: 
 a istream-based icryptography iprocess; 
 a idata iwhitening iprocess; 
 an iencoding iprocess. 
If ithe idata iis idetected, icryptography ialso ihelps ito iminimize 

ithe iresulting idamage, isince ithe idata iis inot iexposed, ionly ithe 

ifact ithat ia isecret iwas itransmitted. iThe isender imay ibe iforced 

ito idecrypt ithe idata ionce iit iis idiscovered, ibut ideniable 

iencryption ican ibe ileveraged ito imake ithe idecrypted idata 

iappear ibenign. 
Strong isteganography isoftware irelies ion ia imulti-layered 

iarchitecture iwith ia ideep, idocumented iobfuscation iprocess. 

V. TOOLS ICOMPARISON I 

Program Image ifiles 
Audio 

ifiles 
Video 

ifiles 
Docume
nt ifiles 

Other 

isupport 

Anubis BMP, iJPG 
?[clarification 

ineeded] 
?[clarification 

ineeded] 
?[clarification 

ineeded] 

Data 

ibeing 

iappended 

ito ithe iend 

iof ifile 

BMPSecr
ets 

BMP, iJPG, 
iTIFF, iGIF 

- - - - 

DarkCry
ptTC 

BMP, iJPG, 
iTIFF, iPNG, 
iPSD, iTGA, 

iMNG 

WAV  - 

TXT, 
iHTML, 
iXML, 
iODT 

EXE, 
iDLL, 
iNTFS 

istreams 

DeepSou
nd 

BMP 

Audio 

iCD, iAPE 

itag, 
iFLAC, 
iMP3, 

iWAV, 
iWMA 

- - - 

ImageSp
yer iG2 

BMP, iTIFF - - - - 

MP3Steg
o 

- MP3 - - - 

Mr. 
iCrypto 

BMP, iPNG, 
iTIFF 

- - - - 

OpenPuff 

BMP, iJPEG, 
iPNG, iTGA 

MP3, 
iWAV 

3gp, 
iMP4, 

iMPEG-
1, 

iMPEG-
2, iVOB, 

iSWF, 
iFLV 

Pdf - 

OpenSte
go 

BMP, iPNG - - - - 

OutGues
s 

JPEG, iPNM - - - - 

Outguess
-rebirth 

JPEG, iPNM - - - - 

PHP-
Class 

iStreamSt
eganogra

PNG - - - - 
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phy 

QuickSte
go i/ 

iQuickCr
ypto 

BMP, iJPEG, 
iGIF 

- - - - 

Red 

iJPEG 
JPEG - - - - 

S-Tools BMP, iGIF Wav  - - 
Unused 

ifloppy 

idisk ispace 

Steg 
BMP, iPNG, 
iJPEG, iGIF 

- - - - 

StegaMai
l 

BMP, iPNG - - - - 

Steganog
raphic 

iLaborato
ry i(VSL) 

BMP, iPNG, 
iJPG, iTIFF 

- - - - 

Steganog
raphy 

iStudio 

BMP, iPNG, 
iGIF 

- - - - 

SteganPE
G 

JPEG - - - - 

StegFS  - - - - 

Steganogr
aphic ifile 

isystem ifor 

iLinux 

Steghide JPG, iBMP WAV, iAU - - - 

StegoSha
re 

BMP, iJPEG, 
iPNG, iGIF, 

iTIFF 
- - - - 

Source of Internet 

VI. CONCLUSION II 
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Abstract— iiiTesting iiis iia iiprocess iiof iifinding iierrors iiwhile 

iiexecuting iia iiprogram iiso iithat iiwe iiget iia iizero iidefect 

iisoftware. iiIt iiis iiaimed iiat iievaluating iithe iicapability iior 

iiusability iiof iia iiprogram. iiSoftware iitesting iiis iian 

iiimportant iimeans iiof iiaccessing iiquality iiof iisoftware. 

iiThough iia iilot iiof iiadvancements iihave iibeen iidone iiin 

iiformal iimethods iiand iiverification iitechniques, iistill iiwe 

iineed iisoftware iito iibe iifully iitested iibefore iiit iicould iibe 

iihandled iito iithe iicustomer iiside. iThus iithere iiare iia iinumber 

iiof iitesting iitechniques iiand iitools iimade iito iiaccomplish iithe 

iitask. iSoftware iitesting iiin iivery iiimportant iiactivity iiin 

iisoftware iidevelopment. iiIt iiis iione iiof iithe iiimportant 

iiactivity iiwhich iirequire iilot iiof iitime iiand iilabour. iiDifferent 

iitesting iitechniques iiare iiused iito iifind iibugs iiin iithe 

iisoftware. iiTesting iiis iiinvolved iiat iidifferent iistages iiof 

iisoftware iidevelopment iilike iiunit iitesting, iiintegration 

iitesting, iisystem iitesting, iiacceptance iitesting iietc. iiDifferent 

iitesting iitechniques iinamely iidynamic iitesting, iifunctional 

iitesting iiand iistructural iitesting iiare iiused iito iitest iisoftware. 

iiSoftware i 

Keywords: iiStage; iiLevel; iiData; iiSoftwareTesting,Time. 

I.  IIINTRODUCTION II 

iThere iiis iiscope iifor iiautomation iiin iithe iiactivities iiof iitesting 

iibut iitesters iiexperience iiis iivery iimuch iiimportant iifor 

iisuccessful iitesting. iiSoftware iitesting iiis iicomponent iiof 

iisoftware iiquality iicontrol. iiDifferent iitypes iiof iitests iiare iiused 

iito iitesting iilike iiunit iitesting, iiintegration iitesting, iiacceptance 

iitesting, iisystem iitesting iiare iiused iito iitest iia iisystem. 

iiTechniques iiof iitesting iilike iistatic iitesting, iifunctional iitesting, 

iidynamic iitesting iiand iistructural iitesting iihave iibeen iiused iito 

iitest iithe iisystem. iiWe iidiscussed iia iicase iistudy iion iiapplication 

iiof iiSBST iitechniques iifor iian iiindustrial iiembedded iisoftware. 

iiDuring iithe iiexperiments iiwe iiwere iiable iito iiincrease iithe iitotal 

iibranch iicoverage iiof iiexisting iitest iicases. iiSo iiwe iican iisay iithat 

iithe iiemployed iiSBST iitechniques iiindicate iibeneficial iiresults. 

iiHowever, iiwe iiobserved iithat iirandomly iigenerated iiinputs 

iiwere iias iieffective iias iimore iiinformed iisearch iialgorithms iiin 

iimany ii(but iinot iiall) iicases, iiwhich iiindicate iithat iithere iiare 

iimany iibranches iithat iiare iieasy iito iicover. 
Various iidifficulties iiwere iiencountered iiat iithe iiimplementation 

iiphase iidue iito iithe iispecialized iiexecution iienvironment iiof iithe 

iiembedded iisoftware. iiTherefore, iiour iiprototype 

iiimplementation iiwas iihighly iiadapted iito iithe iisystem iiunder 

iitest, iiinstead iiof iifollowing iia iimore iigeneric iistructure. iiAnother 

iiimportant iicharacteristic iiof iithe iisystem iiunder iitest iiis iiits 

iicomplexity iiand iithe iispecialized iidomain. 
 
There iiis iian iiincreasing iiintegration iiof iisoftware iiinto iimany 

iiproducts. iiThis iimakes iisoftware iiquality iia iirelevant iifactor iiin 

iithe iioverall iiquality iiof iiall iisuch iiproducts. iiHowever, iisystems 

iiengineers iiand iiintegrators iiare iinot iisoftware iiengineering 

iiexperts iiand, iiin iiparticular, iihave iilittle iior iino iisoftware iitesting 

iiexperience. iiOne iioption iito iiensure iiproper iiquality iiof iithe 

iisoftware iibeing iiintegrated iiis iito iiinvolve iidedicated iisoftware 

iiengineers iito iihandle iisoftware iidevelopment iiand iitesting. iI 

The iare isome isoftware itesting iincludes. i[6][7][8] 
 The ibetter iit iworks ithe imore iefficiently iit ican ibe 

itested. 
  iBetter ithe isoftware ican ibe icontrolled imore ithe 

itesting ican ibe iautomated iand ioptimized. 
 The ifewer ithe ichanges, ithe ifewer ithe idisruption ito 

itesting. 
  iA isuccessful itest iis ithe ione ithat iuncovers ian 

iundiscovered ierror. 
 Testing iis ia iprocess ito iidentify ithe icorrectness iand 

icompleteness iof ithe isoftware. 
  iThe igeneral iobjective iof isoftware itesting iis ito iaffirm 

ithe iquality iof isoftware isystem iby isystematically 

iexercising ithe isoftware iin icarefully icontrolled 

icircumstances. 
Classified iby ipurpose isoftware itesting ican ibe idivided iinto i[4] 
1. iCorrectness iTesting 
2. iPerformance iTesting 
3. iReliability iTesting 
4. iSecurity iTesting 
Sometimes ithe icost iof ifixing ian ierror imay iaffect ia idecision 

inot ito ifix ian ierror. iThis iis iparticularly itrue iif ithe ierror iis 

ifound ilate iin ithe ilifecycle. iFor iexample, iwhen ian ierror ihas 

icaused ia ifailure iduring isystem itest iand ithe ilocation iof ithe 

ierror iis ifound ito ibe iin ithe irequirements ior idesign, icorrecting 

ithat ierror ican ibe iexpensive. iSometimes ithe ierror iis iallowed ito 

iremain iand ithe ifix ideferred iuntil ithe inext iversion iof ithe 

isoftware. iPersons iresponsible ifor ithese idecisions imay ijustify 

ithem isimply ion ithe ibasis iof icost ior ion ian ianalysis iwhich 

ishows ithat ithe ierror, ieven iwhen iexposed, iwill inot icause ia 

icritical ifailure. iDecision imakers imust ihave iconfidence iin ithe 

ianalyses iused ito iidentify ithe iimpact iof ithe ierror, iespecially 

ifor isoftware iused iin ihigh iintegrity isystems. 
A istrategy ifor iavoiding ithe ihigh icosts iof ifixing ierrors ilate iin 

ithe ilifecycle iis ito iprevent ithe isituation ifrom ioccurring 
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ialtogether, iby idetecting iand icorrecting ierrors ias iearly ias 

ipossible. iStudies ihave ishown ithat iit iis imuch imore iexpensive 

ito icorrect isoftware irequirements ideficiencies ilate iin ithe 

idevelopment ieffort ithan iit iis ito ihave icorrect irequirements 

ifrom ithe ibeginning i[STSC]. 

II. IMPLICATIONS 

Performance iTesting' iinvolve iall ithe iphases ias ithe imainstream 

itesting ilife icycle ias ian iindependent idiscipline iwhich iinvolve 

istrategy isuch ias iplan, idesign, iexecution, ianalysis iand 

ireporting. iThis itesting iis iconducted ito ievaluate ithe 

icompliance iof ia isystem ior icomponent iwith ispecified 

iperformance irequirement. i[2] iEvaluation iof ia iperformance iof 

iany isoftware isystem iincludes iresource iusage, ithroughput iand 

istimulus iresponse itime. iBy iperformance itesting iwe ican 

imeasure ithe icharacteristics iof iperformance iof iany 

iapplications. iOne iof ithe imost iimportant iobjectives iof 

iperformance itesting iis ito imaintain ia ilow ilatency iof ia iwebsite, 

ihigh ithroughput iand ilow iutilization. i[5] 

 
Fig. i1. i iRepresent itwo itypes iof iperformance itesting 

Some iof ithe imain igoals iof iperformance itesting iare: i[5] 
 Measuring iresponse itime iof iend ito iend itransactions. 
 Measurement iof ithe idelay iof inetwork ibetween iclient 

iand iserver. 
 Monitoring iof isystem iresources iwhich iare iunder 

ivarious iloads. 
Some iof ithe icommon imistakes iwhich ihappen iduring 

iperformance itesting iare: i[5] 
  iIgnoring iof ierrors iin iinput. 
 Analysis iis itoo icomplex. 
 Erroneous ianalysis. 
 Level iof idetails iis iinappropriate. 
 Ignore isignificant ifactors. 
 Incorrect iPerformance imatrix. 
 Important iparameter iis ioverlooked. 
  iApproach iis inot isystematic. 

There iare iseven idifferent iphases iin iperformance itesting 

iprocess: i[5] 
 Phase i1 i– iRequirement iStudy 
 Phase i2 i– iTest iplan 
 Phase i3 i– iTest iDesign 
 Phase i4 i– iScripting 
 Phase i5 i– iTest iExecution 

 Phase i6 i– iTest iAnalysis 
 Phase i7 i– iPreparation iof iReport 

III. TESTING IPROCESS 

Traditional iwaterfall idevelopment imodel[edit] 
A icommon ipractice iin iwaterfall idevelopment iis ithat itesting iis 

iperformed iby ian iindependent igroup iof itesters. iThis ican 

ihappen: 
 after ithe ifunctionality iis ideveloped, ibut ibefore iit iis 

ishipped ito ithe icustomer.[64]
 iThis ipractice ioften iresults iin 

ithe itesting iphase ibeing iused ias ia iproject ibuffer ito 

icompensate ifor iproject idelays, ithereby icompromising ithe 

itime idevoted ito itesting.[13]:145–146 
 at ithe isame imoment ithe idevelopment iproject istarts, 

ias ia icontinuous iprocess iuntil ithe iproject ifinishes.[65] 
However, ieven iin ithe iwaterfall idevelopment imodel, iunit 

itesting iis ioften idone iby ithe isoftware idevelopment iteam ieven 

iwhen ifurther itesting iis idone iby ia iseparate iteam.[66] 
Further iinformation: iCapability iMaturity iModel iIntegration 

iand iWaterfall imodel 
1) Agile ior iXP idevelopment imodel[edit] 

In icontrast, isome iemerging isoftware idisciplines isuch ias 

iextreme iprogramming iand ithe iagile isoftware idevelopment 

imovement, iadhere ito ia i"test-driven isoftware idevelopment" 

imodel. iIn ithis iprocess, iunit itests iare iwritten ifirst, iby ithe 

isoftware iengineers i(often iwith ipair iprogramming iin ithe 

iextreme iprogramming imethodology). iThe itests iare iexpected 

ito ifail iinitially. iEach ifailing itest iis ifollowed iby iwriting ijust 

ienough icode ito imake iit ipass.[67]
 iThis imeans ithe itest isuites iare 

icontinuously iupdated ias inew ifailure iconditions iand icorner 

icases iare idiscovered, iand ithey iare iintegrated iwith iany 

iregression itests ithat iare ideveloped. iUnit itests iare imaintained 

ialong iwith ithe irest iof ithe isoftware isource icode iand igenerally 

iintegrated iinto ithe ibuild iprocess i(with iinherently iinteractive 

itests ibeing irelegated ito ia ipartially imanual ibuild iacceptance 

iprocess). 
The iultimate igoals iof ithis itest iprocess iare ito isupport 

icontinuous iintegration iand ito ireduce idefect irates.[68][67] 
This imethodology iincreases ithe itesting ieffort idone iby 

idevelopment, ibefore ireaching iany iformal itesting iteam. iIn 

isome iother idevelopment imodels, imost iof ithe itest iexecution 

ioccurs iafter ithe irequirements ihave ibeen idefined iand ithe 

icoding iprocess ihas ibeen icompleted. 
2) A isample itesting icycle[edit] 

Although ivariations iexist ibetween iorganizations, ithere iis ia 

itypical icycle ifor itesting.[2]
 iThe isample ibelow iis icommon 

iamong iorganizations iemploying ithe iWaterfall idevelopment 

imodel. iThe isame ipractices iare icommonly ifound iin iother 

idevelopment imodels, ibut imight inot ibe ias iclear ior iexplicit. 
 Requirements ianalysis: iTesting ishould ibegin iin ithe 

irequirements iphase iof ithe isoftware idevelopment ilife 

icycle. iDuring ithe idesign iphase, itesters iwork ito idetermine 

iwhat iaspects iof ia idesign iare itestable iand iwith iwhat 

iparameters ithose itests iwork. 
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 Test iplanning: iTest istrategy, itest iplan, itestbed 

icreation. iSince imany iactivities iwill ibe icarried iout iduring 

itesting, ia iplan iis ineeded. 
 Test idevelopment: iTest iprocedures, itest iscenarios, 

itest icases, itest idatasets, itest iscripts ito iuse iin itesting 

isoftware. 
 Test iexecution: iTesters iexecute ithe isoftware ibased 

ion ithe iplans iand itest idocuments ithen ireport iany ierrors 

ifound ito ithe idevelopment iteam. iThis ipart icould ibe 

icomplex iwhen irunning itests iwith ia ilack iof iprogramming 

iknowledge. 
 Test ireporting: iOnce itesting iis icompleted, itesters 

igenerate imetrics iand imake ifinal ireports ion itheir itest 

ieffort iand iwhether ior inot ithe isoftware itested iis iready ifor 

irelease. 
 Test iresult ianalysis: iOr iDefect iAnalysis, iis idone iby 

ithe idevelopment iteam iusually ialong iwith ithe iclient, iin 

iorder ito idecide iwhat idefects ishould ibe iassigned, ifixed, 

irejected i(i.e. ifound isoftware iworking iproperly) ior 

ideferred ito ibe idealt iwith ilater. 
 Defect iRetesting: iOnce ia idefect ihas ibeen idealt iwith 

iby ithe idevelopment iteam, iit iis iretested iby ithe itesting 

iteam. 
 Regression itesting: iIt iis icommon ito ihave ia ismall itest 

iprogram ibuilt iof ia isubset iof itests, ifor ieach iintegration iof 

inew, imodified, ior ifixed isoftware, iin iorder ito iensure ithat 

ithe ilatest idelivery ihas inot iruined ianything iand ithat ithe 

isoftware iproduct ias ia iwhole iis istill iworking icorrectly. 
 Test iClosure: iOnce ithe itest imeets ithe iexit icriteria, ithe 

iactivities isuch ias icapturing ithe ikey ioutputs, ilessons 

ilearned, iresults, ilogs, idocuments irelated ito ithe iproject iare 

iarchived iand iused ias ia ireference ifor ifuture iprojects. 

IV. SOFTWARE IAPPLICATION ITESTING I 

Application iTesting iis idefined ias ia isoftware itesting itype, 

iconducted ithrough iscripts iwith ithe imotive iof ifinding ierrors iin 

isoftware. iIt ideals iwith itests ifor ithe ientire iapplication. iIt ihelps 

ito ienhance ithe iquality iof iyour iapplications iwhile ireducing 

icosts, imaximizing iROI, iand isaving idevelopment itime. 
Application iTesting iis icategorized iinto itwo isegments. 

 Web iApplication itesting 
 Desktop iApplication itesting 

Application iTesting Types iof iTesting 

 Web 

iApplication 

iTesting 

 Functional iand 

iPerformance iTesting 

 Cross-browser iTesting 

 Load iand istress iTesting 

 Regression iand 

iCompliance iTesting 

 User iAcceptance 

iTesting 

 Beta iTesting 

 Exploratory iand iSmoke 

iTesting 

 Multilanguage isupport 

iand icompatibility 

iTesting 

 Desktop 

iApplication 

iTesting 

 UI iTesting 

 Usability iTesting 

 Performance iTesting 

 Compatibility iTesting 

i(Software/ iHardware) 

 Functional iTesting 

 Security iTesting 

 Mobile 

iApplication 

iTesting 

 UI iTesting 

 Rule ibased iTesting 

 Regression iTesting 

 Functional iTesting 

 Security iTesting 

 
 

V. APPLICATION ITESTING IMETHODOLOGIES 

Testing imethodologies iis ia idifferent iway iof iensuring ithat ia 

isoftware iapplication iis ifully itested. iUnorganized iand ipoor 

itesting imethodology ican ilead ito ian iunstable iproduct. 
There iare ithree iways iTesting iis icarried iout. 

 Black iBox iTesting 
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 White iBox iTesting 
 Grey iBox iTesting 

VI. SOFTWARE IERROR ITESTING 

Testing iis ithe iprocess iof iidentifying idefects, iwhere ia idefect iis 

iany ivariance ibetween iactual iand iexpected iresults. i“A imistake 

iin icoding iis icalled iError, ierror ifound iby itester iis icalled 

iDefect, idefect iaccepted iby idevelopment iteam ithen iit iis icalled 

iBug, ibuild idoes inot imeet ithe irequirements ithen iit iIs iFailure.” 
Defect ican ibe icategorized iinto ithe ifollowing: 
Wrong: iWhen irequirements iare iimplemented inot iin ithe iright 

iway. iThis idefect iis ia ivariance ifrom ithe igiven ispecification. iIt 

iis iWrong! 
Missing: i iA irequirement iof ithe icustomer ithat iwas inot 

ifulfilled. iThis iis ia ivariance ifrom ithe ispecifications, ian 

iindication ithat ia ispecification iwas inot iimplemented, ior ia 

irequirement iof ithe icustomer iwas inot inoted icorrectly. 
Extra: iA irequirement iincorporated iinto ithe iproduct ithat iwas 

inot igiven iby ithe iend icustomer. iThis iis ialways ia ivariance ifrom 

ithe ispecification, ibut imay ibe ian iattribute idesired iby ithe iuser 

iof ithe iproduct. iHowever, iit iis iconsidered ia idefect ibecause iit’s 

ia ivariance ifrom ithe iexisting irequirements. 
ERROR: iAn ierror iis ia imistake, imisconception, ior 

imisunderstanding ion ithe ipart iof ia isoftware ideveloper. iIn ithe 

icategory iof ideveloper iwe iinclude isoftware iengineers, 

iprogrammers, ianalysts, iand itesters. iFor iexample, ia ideveloper 

imay imisunderstand ia ide-sign inotation, ior ia iprogrammer 

imight itype ia ivariable iname iincorrectly i– ileads ito ian iError. iIt 

iis ithe ione iwhich iis igenerated ibecause iof iwrong ilogin, iloop ior 

idue ito isyntax. iError inormally iarises iin isoftware; iit ileads ito 

ichange ithe ifunctionality iof ithe iprogram. 
BUG: iA ibug iis ithe iresult iof ia icoding ierror. iAn iError ifound iin 

ithe idevelopment ienvironment ibefore ithe iproduct iis ishipped ito 

ithe icustomer. iA iprogramming ierror ithat icauses ia iprogram ito 

iwork ipoorly, iproduce iincorrect iresults ior icrash. iAn ierror iin 

isoftware ior ihardware ithat icauses ia iprogram ito imalfunction. 

iBug iis iterminology iof iTester. 
FAILURE: iA ifailure iis ithe iinability iof ia isoftware isystem ior 

icomponent ito iperform iits irequired ifunctions iwithin ispecified 

iperformance irequirements. iWhen ia idefect ireaches ithe iend 

icustomer iit iis icalled ia iFailure. iDuring idevelopment iFailures 

iare iusually iobserved iby itesters. 
FAULT: iAn iincorrect istep, iprocess ior idata idefinition iin ia 

icomputer iprogram iwhich icauses ithe iprogram ito iperform iin ian 

iunintended ior iunanticipated imanner. iA ifault iis iintroduced 

iinto ithe isoftware ias ithe iresult iof ian ierror. iIt iis ian ianomaly iin 

ithe isoftware ithat imay icause iit ito ibehave iincorrectly, iand inot 

iaccording ito iits ispecification. iIt iis ithe iresult iof ithe ierror. 
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Abstract—It reckons in of a compilation of integrated and 

networked hardware, software and internet infrastructure. It has 
various avails atop grid computing and other computing Like 
real clouds which are the collection of water molecules, the term 
‗cloud‘ in cloud computing is the collection of networks. The user 
can use the modalities of cloud computing boundlessly whenever 
demanded. Instead of setting up their own physical 
infrastructure, the users ordinarily prefer a mediator provider 
for the service of the internet in cloud computing. 

 
i 
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I.  IIINTRODUCTION II 

Every entity that is being part of a system is having a definite 
evolution, As far as Cloud Computing is concerned, there is 
no exact date which mentions the evolution of it, However in 
1960s, John McCarthy, Douglas Parkhill, and others explored 
the idea of computing as a public utility, because of the 
existence of mainframe computers, during that period, the 
clients were accessing the central computing power through 
dummy terminals, which enable the clients to access the 
mainframe computer. With high cost and maintenance, it was 
not feasible for the organizations to buy these critical 
resources, and was the most challenging task for the big 
companies and organization to stay in the business market, 
and then there arose the concept of shared access to the single 
computing system in order to save the cost of buying separate 
machines. Evolution in Information Technology is not all of a 
sudden process rather it is a step-by-step transformation that 
brings a lot to cherish for organizations, companies. IMB 
launch the operating system in 1970 known as Virtual 
Machine (VM), this enabled the companies and organizations 
to run their operations on the operating systems 
simultaneously on more than one system with own memory 
and processing unit, VM became the initial phase towards the 
evolution of new technology known as Virtualization, 
collective collaboration of different computing platforms like 
Centralized, Parallel, Cluster, Distributed and Grid Computing 
gave birth of today’s most talked computing paradigm known 
as Cloud Computing. 
A development environment or platform is given to the 
consumers as a service in PaaS, upon which user can deploy 
their own software and coding. The customer has the liberty to 
construct his own applications that can run on the provider's 
infrastructure [5]. Product as a service providers offers a 
predefined composition of operating system and application 

server to obtain the management capacity of the applications. 
For example, LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP), 
J2EE, Ruby etc. 
Strategies implemented to mitigate failures on the cloud 
include using redundant compute systems in a data center, 
multiple zones and back up data centers in individual zones. 
However, alternate models of using cloud infrastructure 
instead of using data centers from a single provider have been 
proposed in recent years [2]. In this paper, we consider the 
multi-cloud, microcloud and cloudlet, ad hoc cloud and 
heterogeneous cloud to demonstrate the trends in changing 
infrastructure of the cloud. The feasibility of these have been 
reported in literature and will find real deployment of 
workloads in next generation cloud computing. Fig. 2 shows 
the different layers of the cloud stack where changes need to 
be accommodated due to the evolving infrastructure. We 
consider nine layers of abstraction that contribute to the cloud 
stack, namely network (bottom of the stack), storage, servers, 
virtualisation, operating system, middleware, runtime, data 
and application (top of the stack). For facilitating multi-cloud 
environments and ad hoc clouds, changes will be required 
from the middleware layer and upwards in the stack. 
Heterogeneous clouds can be achieved with changes two 
further layers down the stack from the virtualisation layer. 
Microclouds and cloudlet infrastructure may require redesign 
of the servers that are employed and therefore changes are 
anticipated from the server layer. 

II. TYPES OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

Public Cloud: The public cloud is a computing service 
supplied by the third party providers atop the public internet 
[6]. These services are available for any user who wants to use 
them and they have to pay only for the services they 
consumed.  
Private Cloud: The computing services provided over the 
internet or private network come under the private cloud and 
these services are offered only to the selected users in place of 
common people [1,6]. A higher security and privacy is 
delegated by private clouds through the firewall and internal 
hosting . 
Hybrid Cloud: Hybrid cloud is the combination of public 
cloud and private cloud. In the hybrid cloud, each cloud can be 
managed independently but data and applications can be 
shared among the clouds in the hybrid cloud [1, 6]. 
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III. COMPONENTS OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing has three basic components as follows 
Client Computers: The end user can interact with the cloud 
using the client computers.  
Distributed Servers: The servers are distributed among the 
different places but acts like they as working with each other.  
Data Centres: Data centres are the compilation of servers. 

IV. NEXT GENERATION CLOUD COMPUTING    

Multi-cloud: The use of multi-clouds are increasing, but there 
are hurdles that will need to be overcome. For example, 
common APIs to facilitate multi-cloud need to account for 
different types of resources offered by multiple providers. This 
is not an easy given that more resources are rapidly added to 
the cloud marketplace and there are no unified catalogues that 
report a complete set of resources available on the cloud. 
Further, the abstractions, including network and storage 
architectures differ across providers, which makes the 
adoption of multi-cloud bespoke to each application rather 
than using a generic platform or service. Along with the 
different resources, hypervisors, and software suites 
employed, the pricing and billing models are significantly 
different across providers, all of which results in significant 
programming effort required for developing a multi-cloud 
application. 
Microcloud and cloudlet: f electricity to provide a centralised 
computing infrastructure. This is a less sustainable trend, and 
alternate low power and low cost solutions are proposed. 
There are recent efforts to decentralise computing towards the 
edge of the network for making computing possible closer to 
where user data is generated [12]. Small sized, low cost and 
low power computing processors co-located with routers and 
switches or located in dedicated spaces closer to user devices, 
referred to as microclouds are now developed for this purpose 
[13–15]. However, there are no public deployments given the 
challenges in networking microcloud installations over 
multiple sites. In the UK, there are efforts to connect 
microclouds for general purpose computing.8 Microclouds 
lend themselves in reducing latency of applications and 
minimising the frequency of communication between user 
devices and data centers. Odroid boards9 and Raspberry Pis10 
for example are used to develop microclouds. However, 
integration of microclouds to the existing computing 
ecosystem is challenging and efforts are being made in this 
direction [16].  
Ad hoc cloud: The concept of ad hoc clouds is based on the 
premise of ad hoc computing in that underutilised resources, 
such as servers owned by organisations can be harnessed to 
create an elastic infrastructure [2,1]. This is in contrast to 
existing cloud infrastructure which is largely data center based 
and in which the resources available are known beforehand. 
However, the context of an ad hoc cloud is changing with 
increasing connectivity of a large variety of resources to the 
cloud [2]. This is becoming popular for smaller mobile 
devices, such as smartphones [3,4], which on an average have 
less than a 25% per hour of usage [5,6]. The spare resources of 

smartphones can contribute to creating an ad hoc 
infrastructure (such as cloudlets) that supports low latency 
computing for non-critical applications in public spaces and 
transportation systems. The assumption here is that one device 
is surrounded by a large number of devices that will 
complement computing for the former device. Although such 
an infrastructure is not reliable, it may be used in conjunction 
with existing data centers to enhance connectivity. 
Heterogeneous cloud: The second is related to low-level 
heterogeneity at the infrastructure level, in which different 
types of processors are combined to offer VMs with 
heterogeneous compute resources. In this paper, the latter is 
referred to as heterogeneous clouds. While supercomputers 
have become more heterogeneous by employing accelerators, 
such as NVIDIA GPUs or Intel Xeon Phis, cloud data centers 
mostly employ homogeneous architectures [9]. More recently 
heterogeneous cloud data center architectures have been 
proposed.14 In the vendor arena, Amazon along with other 
providers offer GPU-based VMs, but accelerators are not yet 
fully integrated into the computing ecosystem. This is because 
it is not yet possible for a programmer to fully develop and 
execute code oblivious to the underlying hardware. There are 
a number of efforts in this direction, but the key challenge is 
achieving a high-level abstraction that can be employed across 
multiple architectures, such as GPUs, FPGAs and Phis [3]. 
Further applications that already execute on the cloud cannot 
be scheduled onto heterogeneous resources. 

V. BIG DATA COMPUTING 

Firstly, data processing and resource management on 
distributed cloud nodes29 [5]. Whether they be ad hoc clouds, 
heterogeneous clouds or distributed clouds, there needs to be 
platforms that can take into account the ad hoc nature of nodes 
that may process data in a distributed cloud setting, the 
heterogeneity of processors and platforms that scale from low 
power processors to high-end processors without significant 
programming efforts. Secondly, building models for analytics 
that scale both horizontally and vertically. Current models 
typically scale horizontally across multiple nodes in a data 
center or across nodes in multiple data centers. In the future, 
models that scale vertically from low end processors to data 
center nodes will need to be developed. Thirdly, software 
stacks for end-to-end processing [6]. This relates to both the 
first and second challenges. Currently, most big data solutions 
assume a centralised cloud as the compute resource, but 
integrating microclouds, cloudlets or traffic routing edge 
nodes in the software stack will need to be addressed. In the 
real-world, the volume of unstructured data as opposed to 
structured data is increasing. Often unstructured data is 
interconnected (for example, generated from social networks) 
and takes the form of natural language. One key challenge is 
achieving accurate and actionable knowledge from 
unstructured data. To address this challenge, one approach 
will be to transform unstructured data to structured networks 
and then to knowledge, referred to as data-to-network-to-
knowledge (D2N2K). 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Cloud computing describes both a platform and a type of 
application. The privilege given to cloud applications is that 
they can extended to be accessible through the Internet. These 
cloud applications use large data centers and powerful servers 
that host Web applications and Web services. Both the 
changing cloud infrastructure and emerging computing 
architecture will impact a number of areas. They will play a 
vital role in improving connectivity between people and 
devices to facilitate the Internet-of-Things paradigm. The area 
of data intensive computing will find novel techniques to 
address challenges related to dealing with volume of data. 
New services, such as containers, acceleration and function, is 
anticipated become popular. A number of research areas will 
find convergence with next generation cloud systems to 
deliver self-learning systems. Cloud computing services can 
also grow and shrink according to need. Cloud computing is 
particularly valuable to small and medium businesses, where 
effective and affordable IT tools are critical to helping them 
become more productive without spending lots of money on 
in-house resources and technical equipment. 
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Abstract— In this paper we propose a method for Eye 
Detection and Neural Networks. A lot of research work has been 
published in the field of eye detection so far. Various techniques 
have been proposed using template matching, IR based 
approaches, feature based approach, Skin detection method, 
Hough transform method, Eigen space method or combination of 
these for eye detection. The skin region helps determining the 
approximate eye position and eliminates a large number of false 
eye candidates. There are various color spaces available to detect 
skin region such as HSV, RGB, YCbCr, and NTSC spaces to 
increase the efficiency of eye detection. Furthermore, it is 
computationally expensive and requires good image contrast. 
Since facial features exhibit large variability among subjects and 
under different experimental conditions, feature-based 
approaches tend to work well with some subjects in some 
experiments but can fail completely with other subjects under the 
same experimental conditions. Also, many feature-based 
techniques are limited to relatively frontal view of faces and 
therefore a more flexible and robust approach to eye detection is 
needed in order to cope with the expected variability of eye 
features for the full range of subjects’ head movements. 

i 

Keywords: iiNeural; iiNetwork; iiMethod; iiComponents,etc. 

I.  IIINTRODUCTION II 

The skin region helps determining the approximate eye 
position and eliminates a large number of false eye candidates. 
There are various color spaces available to detect skin region 
such as HSV, RGB, YCbCr, and NTSC spaces to increase the 
efficiency of eye detection. The data was obtained for all the 
color space components, and was fitted to a Gaussian curve 
and peak value determines the color of skin. Pentland et al. [7] 
proposed an Eigen space method for eye and face detection. If 
the training database is variable with respect to appearance, 
orientation, and illumination, then this method provides better 
performance than simple template matching. But the 
performance of this method is closely related to the training 
set used and this method also requires normalized sets of 
training and test images with respect to size and orientation. 
Another popular eye detection method is obtained by using the 
Hough transform. This method is based on the shape feature of 
an iris and is often used for binary valley or edge maps. Hough 
transform is a general technique for identifying the locations 
and orientations of certain types of features in a digital image 
and used to isolate features of a particular shape within an 
image. Lam and Yuen [6] noted that the Hough transform is 
robust to noise, and can resist to a certain degree if occlusion 
and boundary effects. Akihiko Torii and Atsushi Imiya [7] 

proposed a randomized Hough transform based method for the 
detection of great circles on a sphere. Cheng Z. and Lin Y [8] 
proposed a new efficient method to detect ellipses in gray-
scale images, called Restricted Randomized Hough transform. 
Various other methods that have been adopted for eye 
detection include wavelets, principal component analysis, 
fuzzy logic, evolutionary computation and hidden markov 
models. Huang and Wechsler [10] perform the task of eye 
detection by using optimal wavelet packets for eye 
representation and radial basis functions for subsequent 
classification of facial areas into eye and non-eye regions. 
Filters based on Gabor wavelets to detect eyes in gray level 
images are used in [11]. Talmi et al. and Pentland et al. 
[12,13] use principal component analysis to describe and 
represent the general characteristics of human eyes with only 
very few dimensions. In[7] Eigeneyes are calculated by 
applying Karhunen-Loeve-Transformation to represent the 
major characteristics of human eyes and are stored as 
reference patterns for the localization of human eyes in video 
images. 

II. APPROACHES FOR EYE DETECTION 

Pattern-based approaches for eye detection are concerned with 
the automatic discovery of regularities in data through the use 
of computer algorithms and with the use of these regularities 
to detect the eyes. In [15]-[17], Eigen-Eye is developed to 
detect eye regions. Eigen-Eye uses Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) to compute a set of basis images that provides 
a low dimensional representation of all possible eye images. 
To classify an image pattern as an eye or a non-eye, the image 
pattern is mapped to the space formed by the basis images and 
a similarity measure is used Convolutional Neural Networks 
for Eye Detection in Remote Gaze Estimation Systems Jerry, 
Chi Ling Lam and Moshe Eizenman to classify this pattern as 
an eye or a non-eye. The Eigen-Eye approach can fail to detect 
eye images that cannot be described by a simple linear 
combination of the basis images. In [18] and [19], a large 
database of eye and non-eye images is used to train a Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) to detect eyes. One of the 
disadvantages of SVM is that the model designer has to make 
subjective decisions about the type of kernel to be used before 
the training procedure. This might not be ideal because it is 
difficult to justify quantitatively the choice of a specific kernel 
for a specific application. In [20] and [21], Multi-Layer Feed 
forward Neural Networks are used to detect eye regions. 
Unlike Eigen-Eye and SVM, Neural Networks learn 
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discriminative features about the eye from the training data. 
Since Neural Networks provide the best detection performance 
when the input data set exhibits large variability [22], a 
specific configuration of Neural Networks, Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNN), was developed and optimized for the 
detection of eye regions in video images from the eye-
tracker’s camera. Secondly, CNN emphasizes a key property 
of images which is that nearby pixels are much more likely to 
be correlated than more distant pixels. It achieves this property 
by extracting features that depend only on small sub-regions 
of the image. Information from such features is merged in later 
stages of processing in order to detect more complex features, 
and ultimately to yield information about the image as a 
whole. Lastly, in many applications that use Neural Networks 
[27]-[29], the original image is first preprocessed and the 
processed image is then fed into the Neural Networks for 
classification. This preprocessing step is essential, for 
example, for image intensity normalization. CNN does not 
require any preprocessing steps. It learns to build the 
preprocessing module and the classification module in a single 
integrated scheme. 

III. NEURAL NETWORK 

The network will receive the 960 real values as a 960-pixel 
input image (Image size ~ 32 x 20). It will then be required to 
identify the eye by responding with a output vector[25]. The 
output vectors represent a eye or non-eye. To operate correctly 
the network should respond with a 1 if eye is presented to the 
network else output vector should be 0 [25]. In addition, the 
network should be able to handle non-eye. In practice the 
network will not receive a perfect image of eye which 
represented by vector as input. 

 
Figure 1.1: Neural Network Architecture (Source: 

Vijayalaxmi Paper) 

 
Figure 1.2: Experimental results showing Original image & 

Eyes detected (Source: Vijayalaxmi Paper) 

 
Figure 1.3: Images with failure in the location of the eyes 

(Source: Vijayalaxmi Paper) 

IV. EYE CENTER POSITIONING 

Although the 1st set of CNNs outputs the eye region and the 
eye class (left or right), it still lacks precise positioning of the 
eye center. The existing eye detectors usually treat the center 
of the eye region as the eye center, which is inaccurate if the 
subject is not looking straightwards. To locate the actual eye 
center, we built the 2nd set of CNNs that locates the pupil 
region in the eye region. The 2nd CNNs’ architecture is shown 
in Figure 5. Compared to the 1st set of CNNs, the structure of 
the 2nd network is relatively simple. It is composed of a 
convolution layer, an average pooling layer, a fully connected 
layer, and a logistic perceptron. The input eye region for this 
set of CNNs depends on the first CNNs’ output. The size of 
the other layers was adapted accordingly, and we chose the 
center of pupil region as the eye center. 

V. THE POINT-OF-GAZE (POG) 

Most modern remote gaze estimation systems are based on the 
analysis of specific eye features extracted from video images 
[10]. These specific eye features are the pupil center and a set 
of corneal reflections. The corneal reflections are virtual 
images of the light sources that illuminate the eyes. When the 
field of view of the eye tracker’s video camera is limited, it is 
relatively easy to determine the eye features (Figure 1a). But, 
when the field of view of the camera is increased to allow for 
a larger range of head movements, the detection of eye 
features becomes much more difficult (Figure 1b). With a 
larger field of view, the number of false detections increases 
and the performance of the remote gaze estimation system 
deteriorate. It is therefore essential to develop algorithms that 
can detect reliably regions in the image that contain the eyes. 
Eye detection can be broadly classified into feature-based 
approaches and pattern-based approaches. Feature-based 
approaches explicitly model facial features to detect eye 
regions. In [11], dark regions are assumed to be associated 
with pupils and are searched within the face by iteratively 
thresholding the face image to locate eye candidates. Two eye 
candidates that satisfy certain anthropometric constraints are 
then identified as the detected eyes. This approach is reliable 
as long as subjects remain relatively frontal with respect to the 
camera and they don’t wear eyeglasses. In [12]-[14], 
deformable eye templates are designed to fit the best 
representation of eyes in images. In this technique, eyes are 
detected through a recursive process that minimizes a specific 
energy function. In [12], the energy function is designed such 
that the energy is minimized when the total brightness inside 
the pupil candidate is small. In [18] and [19], a large database 
of eye and non-eye images is used to train a Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) to detect eyes. One of the disadvantages of 
SVM is that the model designer has to make subjective 
decisions about the type of kernel to be used before the 
training procedure. This might not be ideal because it is 
difficult to justify quantitatively the choice of a specific kernel 
for a specific application. In [20] and [21], Multi-Layer Feed 
forward Neural Networks are used to detect eye regions. 
Unlike Eigen-Eye and SVM, Neural Networks learn 
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discriminative features about the eye from the training data. 
Since Neural Networks provide the best detection performance 
when the input data set exhibits large variability [22], a 
specific configuration of Neural Networks, Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNN), was developed and optimized for the 
detection of eye regions in video images from the eye-
tracker’s camera. 

 
Figure 1.4: Eye Tracker’s Images a) small field of view, b) 
larger field of view (Source: Jerry, Chi Ling Lam and Moshe 
Eizenman Paper) 
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